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Abstract

This report describes a theoretical analysis of a planar annular slot antenna. Most of the
work is based on a model where the ring-slot element is printed on a dielectric half-space.
In practice this half-space is synthesized by a dielectric lens coated with a matching layer
to reduce reflections. The formulas derived in this report are used to calculate the input
impedance and the far-field radiation patterns.

The theory for the ring-slot antenna printed on a dielectric half-space is based on the in
troduction of azimuthal modes of a magnetic current density distribution along the slot. The
electromagnetic fields at both sides of the annular slot antenna are derived from Maxwell's
equations together with the application of the proper boundary conditions. Due to the cir
cular geometry of the ring slot, the Hankel transform is used for the analysis. The magnetic
current density distribution is determined with the help of Galerkin's procedure which intro
duces a summation of weighted basis functions. Once the coefficients for the azimuthal modes
are known the input impedance and far-field radiation patterns can be obtained.

Furthermore, this report deals with the software implementation of the derived formulas for
the input impedance and far-field radiation patterns. Where possible, the results obtained
with the described methods have been verified with previous published results.

The annular slot antenna is used as feed for an integrated lens antenna and radiation patterns
have been calculated for the complete antenna using a software module written by Van der
Vorst. The results obtained in this way are compared with those of an integrated lens antenna
with a double-slot feed element. For those applications where the size of the detection diode
becomes larger than the spacing between the two slot elements, the annular slot antenna is
preferred because then the diode can be placed outside the antenna. Otherwise, the double
slot is recommended because of its better radiation properties.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The dimensions of microwave components which are to be used for millimetre- and submil
limetre wave communications and remote sensing systems are getting smaller as frequencies
increase. A conventional way of manufacturing these components is via precision machining,
but as dimensions are decreasing, prices for high quality components are increasing. There
fore, effort has been put in integrating the high-frequency components as planar circuits. To
achieve a fully integrated front-end at frequencies in the range of 100 to 1000 GHz, many
studies still have to be done. A practical problem nowadays is the generation and detection
of signals operating at these frequencies.

In line with this work also planar antennas for this frequency range are needed. About a
decade ago, this field came in the spot light as good progress was made in integrated circuit
technologies. Among others, the European Space Agency showed interest in this field and a
project was started to develop a limb sounding instrument for a satellite. This instrument is
designed to receive narrow band noise produced by certain atmospheric gasses and is therefore
capable of retrieving information on the concentration of those gasses in the atmosphere.

For the design of an integrated receiver various planar antenna elements have been studied
like: single dipole, double-dipole with or without backing reflector, single slot and double-slot
elements [1] [2] [3]. In order to select the best antenna element for a given application, it is
recommended to analyse more antenna elements. Another consideration in chosing an element
is the constraint of mounting the detecting diode in the center of the antenna configuration,
like for the double dipole and the double slot. In certain applications the detection diode be
comes too large and it is therefore no longer possible to place the diode in the ordinary center
position of the antenna configuration. Therefore, it is a logical step to analyse an annular
slot element printed on a dielectric, which gives the opportunity of placing the diode next
to the antenna element. This is in line with the antenna system proposed by Van der Vorst
for the limb sounding application consisting of a planar antenna which illuminates a rota
tionally symmetric lens. To prevent the analysis from becoming too complicated a dielectric
half-space is chosen, which mean that reflections from a dielectric boundary are not included.
In practice the dielectric half-space is synthesized by a dielectric lens with a matching layer
in order to keep reflections low.

This report shows a thorough analysis of a planar annular slot antenna element which IS
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2 Introduction

printed on a dielectric half-space. The analysis is based on electromagnetic field theory which
leads to expressions for input impedance and radiation patterns. The obtained expressions
are implemented in software and where possible results are verified with the literature [4].The
influence of a lens on the radiation pattern was already available as a software module [1].
This module will be used later on in this report to produce results on various antenna prop
erties which are compared to those of other planar antenna elements printed on the same
dielectric lens.

In order to visualise the antenna elements treated in this report, two photographs are shown
of a typical antenna configuration designed at an operating frequency of 600 GHz. The
hardware has been produced under ESA contract by the University of Darmstadt. The first
photograph, figure 1.1, shows the planar annular slot antenna in a nearly half-way fabrication
stage. The brown area is a thin metallised layer, the slot has been created by removing the
metal by means of etching, the appearing dielectric material is coloured light blue. A coplanar
waveguide is used to connect the antenna element with the detection diode, which is the tiny
black spot in the center of the blue coloured ohmic contact spot. On the right side, part of the
planar low-pass filter section is located. The second photograph, figure 1.2, shows the com
plete antenna configuration where the ring slot antenna initially had two shorting airbridges
of which the bottom one is seen defective. The detection diode is now fully connected and
the vertical airbridges shorting the groundplane are placed to prevent generation of unwanted
modes in the coplanar waveguide.

Regarding the organisation of the report, most of the theory of the ring slot antenna placed
on a dielectric half-space is treated in chapter two. With this theory, expressions for the
input impedance are given at the end of chapter two. The software implementation of the
expressions for the input impedance is treated in chapter three, as well as some impedance
results. A part of the theory treated in chapter two is also used in chapter four to derive
far-field expressions. Some results on the far-field radiation pattern, calculated with help of
the implemented software, are also shown in chapter four. In chapter five, a lens antenna
with a ring slot feed is introduced. Some important properties of the antenna are optimised
and compared to a similar lens antenna with a double-slot feed. Finally, conclusions and
recommendation are subject of chapter six.



Figure 1.1: The annular slot antenna configuration, half-way fabrication.

Figure 1.2: Completed annular slot antenna configuration.
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Chapter 2

Input impedance

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter expressions are derived for the current distribution and the input impedance of
a ring slot element. The input impedance is an important antenna property which is needed
for the design of the electronic printed circuitry that is connected to the antenna. For maxi
mum power transfer from or to the antenna, the impedances should be perfectly matched by
means of conjugate matching.

The procedure for finding the input impedance is started in section 2.3 where electromagnetic
fields are introduced for the annular slot. This leads to a Helmholtz equation which needs to
be solved. Due to the circular symmetry of the slot, the Helmholtz equation will be solved
in the Hankel domain (summation of azimuthal modes) as shown in section 2.4. The scalar
potentials obtained in this way lead in section 2.5 to expressions for electromagnetic fields.
Due to the circular geometry of the annular slot, analysis based on magnetic current densities
is preferred in stead of electric current densities because then the expressions are less compli
cated. A magnetic current density is introduced in section 2.6 and with help of the boundary
conditions a relation is obtained between electric and magnetic current densities. The distri
bution of the magnetic current along the slot is needed in order to find an expression for the
input impedance. By using Galerkin's procedure, section 2.7, coefficients are found for each
azimuthal mode existing in the ring slot. Finally, with those coefficients an expression for the
voltage of the source is obtained and together with the electric input current this leads to an
expression for the input impedance in section 2.8. Even expressions for multi-port annular
slot elements are derived in this way.

2.2 Geometry

The geometry of the ring slot is shown in figure 2.1 on page 6, where the grey coloured area
is a thin perfectly conducting (a ---+ (0) layer. This layer is located at the interface of two
half-spaces and a cross-section view is shown in figure 2.2. Zone 1 represents the dielectric
half-space (c1 = cocr)) while zone 0 represents air with the assumed characteristics of vacuum
(c = co and J.L = J.Lo). The high frequency delta-gap source is indicated across the slot, in
figure 2.1 at <p = O. The mean radius and width of the slot are denoted by Po and 2w,
respectively.
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6 Input impedance
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Figure 2.1: Geometry of the annular slot.
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Figure 2.2: The slot in the interface of two half-spaces.



2.3 Introduction of electromagnetic fields

2.3 Introduction of electromagnetic fields

The geometric model of figures 2.1 and 2.2 can be converted to a mathematical model with
help of Maxwell's equations:

7

\1 x £ -at B

\1. B 0

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

In equations (2.1) through (2.4), £, B, V and .:J are vectors in the time domain. The acronym
at stands for the partial time derivative gt. In similar cases of antenna analysis, [1] and [5],
expressions for the electric and magnetic fields can be derived by starting from homogeneous
source-free zones. Strictly applying the physical laws show that the electromagnetic sources
are in neither of the zones, but exactly at the interface. Equations (2.1) to (2.4) can be
written in the frequency domain. Note that the time dependence ejwt is omitted throughout
the report and therefore (valid in zones 0 and 1):

\1xE -jWf-L H (2.5)

\1·H = 0

\1 x H =jwEE

\1·E=O

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

From equations (2.5) to (2.8), expressions can be obtained for the electric and magnetic fields
in both zones (i = 0 for air, i = 1 for dielectric) [6, p.131].

(2.9)



8 Input impedance

(2.10)

where ez is the unit vector in z-direction. The two independent scalar potential functions
'l/Ji,a("l5) and 'l/Ji,J(p) comply with the boundary conditions at the interface (z = 0) and also
satisfy the Helmholtz equation:

"V2•1•. f + k· 2•1•. f = 0If/t, 't If/t,

(2.11)

(2.12)

where ki is called the wavenumber and ki2 = W2EiJ.Li' The vector potential functions ez 'l/Ji,a(P)

and ez 'l/Ji,J(P) are special choices for the magnetic (A(p)) and electric (F(P)) vector poten

tials:

(2.13)

(2.14)

The magnetic vector potential A is caused by a Transverse Magnetic field (TM-field) and the
electric vector potential F is caused by a Transverse Electric field (TE-field). Then the total
field is obtained by superposition of the TM- and TE-fields. Another way to express these
potential functions is by using Hertzian scalar potentials [6, p.133]:

1
cI>i(p) = -.- 'l/Ji,a(P)

JWEi
(2.15)

(2.16)

Here cI>i(P) is the Hertzian magnetic scalar potential and Wi(p) is the Hertzian electric scalar
potential. Substituting equations (2.15) and (2.16) in equations (2.9) and (2.10) yields:

(2.17)

(2.18)



2.4 Hankel transformation

Expressions (2.17) and (2.18) are also obtained in [4]. The two Hertzian scalar potentials
comply with Helmholtz equation:

9

(2.19)

(2.20)

2.4 Hankel transformation

For the analysis of other planar antannas use has been made of the Fourier transformation as
the antenna geometry was expressed in cartesian coordinates, e.g. references [1]' [3] and [5].
The annular slot geometry however is circular symmetrical and therefore the Fourier trans
formation will lead to unnecessary complex expressions. A more elegant transformation is the
Hankel transformation which is well suited for geometries described by cylindrical coordinates.

For further analysis it will be convenient to expand the scalar potentials in Fourier series:

00

<I>i(p,<p,Z) = L ejmcp <I>. (p z)t,m ,
m=-oo

00

Wi(p,<p,Z) = L eimcp Wi,m(P, z)
m=-oo

(2.21)

(2.22)

Because the results for <I> and W can be derived analogeous, only <I> will be shown here. The
m th order Hankel transform of <I>(p) is defined as:

00

~m(,B) = J <I>(p) Jm(f3p)pdp

o

and with the inverse transform the original function is obtained:

00

<I>(p) = J ~m(3) JmU3p)f3df3
o

(2.23)

(2.24)

Note the difference between the electric current density :J and J m which stands for the Bessel
function of the first kind (and order m). In equations (2.23) and (2.24) f3 is related to the
wavenumber ki and the propagation constant Ii in zone i according to:

ki
2 = kx

2 + k/ + kz
2

'--" ~
{32 'Yi 2

(2.25)
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With the inverse Hankel transform, equation (2.21) can be written as:

Input impedance

00

.pi(p, cp, Z) = L ejmtp

m=-oo

00f ~i,mCB, z) J m((3p){3d{3

o

(2.26)

From (2.26) it is seen that the scalar potential in zone i is written as a infinite summation of
azimuthal modes, each mode representing a particular Hankel transform (the m th order) and
with a particular phase. A consequence of this is that each azimuthal mode can be studied
individually and so contributes to a better understanding of the ring slot. This concept will
be used throughout this report.

In order to find solutions for (2.19) and (2.20) according to the above mentioned convention,
cylindrical coordinates and use of Hankel transformation, the equations first need to be written
in an extended form using vector analysis (e.g. [7, p.919]). For (2.19) this leads to:

o (2.27)

where Ol.p = ~i is the partial derivative of.p with respect to l (l = p, cp, z).
Evaluation of (2.27) is shown in appendix A.l on page 85 with use of (2.26), and yields a
differential equation in the Hankel domain:

(2.28)

As mentioned before, in the Hankel domain the other scalar potential Wi (p, cp, z) leads in an
analogeous way to:

The general solution to (2.28) is:

(2.29)

~i,m({3, z) (2.30)

with Ai,m,± an arbitrary function of {3. For a physically acceptable solution the wave am
plitude has to decrease as the wave propagates from the antenna. As a consequence of this
constraint imhd < 0, which is applied throughout this report unless otherwise noted. In
zone 1 (z > 0), this results in:

(2.31)
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and in zone 0 (z < 0):

~o,m(,B, z) = Ao,m(,B)e+hoz

For the arbitrary zone (i = 0,1) this can be written as:

According to (2.26) the scalar potentials can now be expressed as:

00
00

<I>i(p, cp, z) = L ejmrp JAi,m(,B)e-jl'ilzl J m((3p){3d{3
m=-oo 0

00
00

Wi(p,cp,Z) = L ejmrp JBi,m({3)e-hilzl J m({3p){3d{3
m=-oo 0
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(2.32)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

With equations (2.35) and (2.36) it is possible to create expressions for the electromagnetic
fields in zones 0 and 1 as infinite summations of all possible azimuthal modes, as will be shown
in the next section.

2.5 Expressions for the electromagnetic fields

In the derivations to follow, it is possible to continue in a straight forward fashion. Unfortu
nately this will lead to rather extensive expressions. A purly mathematical property which
is applicable in conjuction with Hankel transformation, introduced by Itoh [8], leads to more
compact expressions and is therefore preferred. In ref. [8] it is stated that an arbitrary tan
gential quantity, say Q, can be written as a pair of complex combinations of its radial and
azimuthal components:

Q± = Qp ±jQrp (2.37)

This characteristic will be used later on in this section. First, expressions for E- and H -fields
have to be worked out. Equations (2.17) and (2.18) in cylindrical coordinates, again with
help of vector analysis [7, p.919], look like:
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(2.38)

(2.39)

Ei,z (p, cp, z)

for the electric field and

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

for the magnetic field.

(2.43)

2.5.1 Electromagnetic fields in dielectric

For zone 1 where z > 0 equations (2.35) and (2.36) become as follows:

00 00

cI>l(p,cp,Z) = L ejmrp JAl,mCB)e-jonz J m(f3p){3d{3
m=-oo 0

00 00

Wl(p,cp,Z) = L ejmrp Jih,m({3)e- j
o

Y1Z J m({3p){3d{3
m=-oo 0

(2.44)

(2.45)
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In order to evaluate (2.38) to (2.43) for i = 1, the partial derivatives of (2.44) and (2.45) are
needed. The derivations of E1,p(p, rp, z) and E1,ep(p, rp, z) are carried out in appendix A.2 on
page 89 and the results are:

00

L e
jmep

m=-oo

00

L e
jmep

m=-oo

00! [-j')'lA1,m(,8) (Jm-1(,Bp) - Jm+l(,Bp)) +
o

00! [')'lA1,m(,B) (Jm-l(,Bp) + Jm+1(,Bp)) +
o

(2.48)

00

The electric field can be simplified if it is written according to (2.37) as:

E1,+CP) = E1,p(p) + jE1,ep(P) =
00 00

L ejmep ! [2j')'lA1,m(,B)Jm+1(,Bp) + 2WJLoB1,m(,B)Jm+1(,Bp)] ~e-j-YlZ,Bd,B =
m=-oo 0

00 00

L ejmep ! (j')'lA1,m(,B) + WJLoih,m(,B))Jm+1(,Bp)e-j-YlZ,B2d,B
m=-oo 0

00

ejmep ! [-2hlAl,m(,B)Jm-l(,Bp) + 2WJLoB1,m(,B)Jm-l(,BP)] ~e-j'Y1Z,Bd,B
m=-oo 0

00
00! (-j')'lA1,m(,B) + WJLoBl,m(,B)) J m - 1 (,Bp)e-j'ylZ ,B2d,B

o

(2.49)

Finally for the electric field, (2.48) and (2.49) can be represented as:
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DO

L e
jmcp

m=-DO

Input impedance

DO

/ (±j'Y1A1,m(,B) + WJ1. 0B1,m(/3))Jm±l ({3p)e- j-YlZ {32d{3
° (2.50)

In order to obtain the expressions for the magnetic field in zone 1, the same procedure can
be applied for the derivation of the electric field. This means substitution of derivatives of
<I> and \lJ in the expressions (2.41) and (2.42). However, it is seen that (2.38) and (2.41) and
also (2.39) and (2.42) are dual equations. As a result of duality the pairs <I> and \lJ (actually
A 1,m({3) and B1,m({3) ) and also J1.o and -E1 are to be interchanged. Then the expressions for
H1,p(p, <p, z) and H1,cp(p, <p, z) are directly derived from (2.46) and (2.47), respectively.

DO DO

H1,p(p, <p, z) L ejmcp / [-j'Y1 B1,m({3) (Jm- 1 ({3p) - J m+1({3p))
m=-DO 0

- ] {3 . (2.51 )WE1A 1,m({3) (Jm-d{3p) + J m+1({3p)) 2e- rYlz (3d{3

DO DO

H1,cp(p,<p,z) = L ejmcp
/ ['Y1 B1,m({3)(Jm- 1({3p) + J m+1 ({3p))

m=-DO 0

- ](3 . (2.52)jWE1A1,m({3) (Jm- 1 ({3p) - J m+1 ({3p)) 2e- rYlz {3d{3

And again with help of (2.37) it follows that:

(2.53)

DO DO

L eimcp / (-WE1A 1,m({3) ± J'Y1B1,m({3) )Jm±l ({3p)e-
j
-YlZ (32d{3

m=-DO 0 (2.54)

2.5.2 Electromagnetic fields in free-space

For zone 0 where z < 0, the expressions for the scalar potential functions are:

DO
<I>o(p, <p, z) = L

DO

eimcp / Ao,m({3)e+hoz J m({3p){3d{3
m=-DO 0

(2.55)
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00 00

WO(p, ep, z) = L elm'/! / Bo,m(f3)e+1'YOZ Jm({3p)(3d(3
m=-oo 0
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(2.56)

Compared to (2.44) and (2.45) it is seen that 'Yo has been substituted for -'Yl, Ao,m ((3) for
A l ,m((3) and finally Bo,m((3) for Bl ,m((3). When the same substitutions are performed on
(2.46) and (2.47) the expressions for the electic field in zone 0 become:

Eo,p(p, ep, z)
00 00

L elm'/! / [j'YoAo,m((3) (Jm-l((3p) - Jm+l((3p)) +
m=-oo 0

wJ1.oBo,m((3) (Jm - l ((3p) + Jm+l ((3p)) ] ~e+1'YOZ (3d(3 (2.57)

Eo,,/!(p, ep, z)
00

L elm'/!
m=-oo

00

/ [-'Yo Ao,m((3)(Jm- l ((3p) + J m+l((3p)) +
o

jwJ1.o Bo,m ((3) (Jm - l ((3p) - Jm+l ((3p))] ~e+1'YOZ (3d(3 (2.58)

which can be shortened into:

Eo,±(p)

00 00

L elm'/! / (=fj'YoAo,m((3) + WJ1.oBo,m((3) )Jm±1((3p)e+1'YOZ(32d(3
m=-oo 0 (2.59)

The same procedure applied to the magnetic field, where co is substituted for Cl, yields for
zone 0:

00
00

Ho,p(p, ep, z) L elm'/! / [j'Yo Bo,m((3) (Jm- l ((3p) - Jm+l((3p))
m=-oo 0

- ](3 . (2.60)wcOAO,m((3)(Jm- l ((3p) + Jm+l ((3p)) 2erloz (3d(3

00 00

Ho,,/!(p, ep, z) L elm'/! / [-'YoBo,m((3)(Jm-l ((3p) + Jm+l ((3p))
m=-oo 0

jwcoAo,m((3)(Jm-l ((3p) - Jm+l ((3p)) ] ~e+1'YOZ (3d(3 (2.61)
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This can be written as:

Input impedance

00

2: e
jmrp

m=-oo

00

/ (-W€OAO,mCB) =F j,oBo,m({3))Jm±1((3p)e+hoZ(32d(3
o (2.62)

2.6 Magnetic current in the annular slot

Up to now the electromagnetic fields have been derived starting from the Helmholtz equa
tions. In reality these fields are generated by the electric current density distribution on the
interface of dielectric and air. As the electric current is complementary with the virtual mag
netic current, it is a logical choice to consider the magnetic current distribution in the ring
slot. Functions that are only valid in the aperture of the slot are much easier to handle than
functions that are valid on the rest of the interface. Therefore, in this section the magnetic
current density will be introduced and it will be related to the electric current density with
help of two boundary conditions:

• The tangential electric field component is continuous at the interface.

• The vector product of the unit vector in the z-direction and the differential magnetic
field across the interface equals the electric current density in the interface.

2.6.1 First boundary condition

The tangential electric field component should be continuous at the dielectric/air interface.
Equations (2.59) and (2.50) can either be written using the +sign or the -sign, both leading
to the same result. Using the +sign:

00
00

E 1,+ (p, <p, 0) 2: eimrp
/ (j,lA1,m((3) + wJ1.oih,m((3) ) J m+d(3p)(32d(3

m=-oo 0 (2.63)

00
00

Eo,+ (p, <p, 0) 2: eimrp / ( -j,oAo,m(f3) + WJ1.oBo,m((3)) Jm+l ((3p) (32d(3
m=-oo 0 (2.64)

That is:

(2.65)
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which results in the following equations:

ih,m(3) Bo,m(3)
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(2.66)

(2.67)

This is a result from the same boundary condition written as Eo,p = E1,p and Eo,c.p = E1,c.p.

According to the equivalence principle the electric field in the interface across the slot can be
replaced by a magnetic current density M(p, <p, 0) in the interface. This can be written as:

In extended vector notation this is:

M(p, <p, 0) (2.68)

(

El,p(P, <P, 0)) ( 0 ) ( Mp(p, <p, 0) ) (El,c.p(P, <P, 0) )
E1,c.p(p, <P, 0) x 0 = Mc.p(p, <p, 0) = -E1,p(p, <p, 0)
E1,z(p, <p, 0) 1 Mz(p, <p, 0) 0 (2.69)

When equation (2.37) is used for the magnetic current density, it can be written as:

E1,±(p, <p, 0) = E1,p(p, <p, 0) ± jE1,c.p(p, <p, 0)

± j (Mp(p, <p, 0) ± jMc.p(p, <p, 0)) =

-Mc.p(p, <p, 0) ± jMp(p, <p, 0) =

±jM±(p,<p, 0) (2.70)

Moreover, if the half slot width w is small compared with the wavelength in free-space (Ao),
then the magnetic current density mainly has an azimuthal component and can be approxi
mated by:

m==-oo

00

JM±,m(f3)Jm±1 ({3p){3d{3
° (2.71)

00

Substitution of (2.71) in (2.70) yields:

00

eimc.p J(-M±,m({3))Jm±l({3P){3d{3
m==-oo 0

(2.72)

The electric field in (2.72) is the same as in (2.50) from which an expression can be found for
the functions A1,m({3) and ih,m({3) in terms of M±,m({3):
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or written separately:

Input impedance

(2.73)

- M+,m(fJ)

-M_,m(3)

Finally, this leads to:

f3(j,u11,mU3) + WJ-LOB1,m(fJ))

f3(-j,u11,m(fJ) + WJ-LOB1,m(fJ))

(2.74)

(2.75)

(2.76)

(2.77)

2.6.2 Second boundary condition

Application of the boundary condition which relates the tangential magnetic field to the
electric current density in the dielectric/air interface, leads to:

(2.78)

where:
]s(p, ep, 0) : source electric current density that excites the slot at (z = 0).
]ind(P, ep, 0): induced electric current density on the conductor at (z = 0).

With expanded written vectors for zone 1: (z = 0+) and zone 0: (z = 0-), (2.78) looks like:

(

0 ) (Hl,P(P, ep, 0+) - Ho,p(p, ep, 0-) )
o x H1,cp(p,ep,0:) -Ho,cp(p,ep,O=) =
1 Hl,z(p,ep,O )-Ho,z(p,ep,O )

(

HO,cp(P,ep'O:)-Hl'CP(P'ep,O~)) _ (Jp ) _ (Js,p+J~nd'p)
H1,p(p, ep, 0 ) - Ho,p(p, ep, 0) - Jcp - Js,cp + Jmd,cp

o Jz Js,z + Jind,z (2.79)

To obtain an explicit relation between electric and magnetic current densities in the Hankel
domain, again use is made of the sum of complex combinations according to (2.37):

(2.80)
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From (2.79) to (2.81) can be derived:
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(2.81 )

H1,±(p, c.p, O+)-Ho,±(p, c.p, 0-) =

Hl,p(p,c.p,O+) - Ho,p(p,c.p,O-) ± jH1,ep(p,c.p,0+) =f jHo,<p(p,c.p,O-) =

H1,p(p,c.p,0+) -Ho,p(p,c.p,O-) =f j(Ho,ep(p,c.p,O-) -H1,ep(p,c.p,0+))

Jep =f jJp = =f jJ± (2.82)

where J± = Js,± + Jind,± which leads to:

(2.83)

According to the definition of the Hankel transformation (2.24) on page 9, the electric current
density can be written as:

Js,± + Jind,±
00

L e
jmep

m=-oo

00! (Js,±,m((3) + Jind,±,m((3))Jm±1({3P){3d{3
o (2.84)

Finally, with equations (2.83) and (2.84) it is possible to find the explicit relations between
the electric and magnetic current densities in the Hankel domain. This is done in appendix
A.3 on page 91 and the result is:

(
~,+,m({3) + ~ind,+,m({3) )
Js,-,m({3) + Jind,-,m({3)

The elements of the matrix are admittances:

(2.85)

1 k 2 k 2

y++ = y-- = 2Z k (/0 + /1 + ---.Q. + --.l )
o 0 /0 /1

with Zo the free-space characteristic impedance:

(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.88)
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2.7 Galerkin's Procedure

The aim is still to find an expression for the magnetic current density distribution along the
ring slot element. This evaluation is possible with the use of Galerkin's procedure which is
a special case of the Method of Moments where basis functions and test functions are equal.
Here Galerkin's procedure requires that the magnetic current density is written as an infinite
sum of weighted basis functions. The degree of accuracy is depending on the number of modes
which are taken into account in the calculation. With an expansion into a Fourier series the
magnetic current density looks like:

00

Mrp(p, cp, 0) = f(p) L Cm ejmrp

m=-oo

(2.89)

where Cm is the coefficient and f(p)e jmrp is the basis function of mode m. As the slot width
is small compared to the mean radius it is allowed to choose the distribution of the magnetic
current density constant over the slot width, however better results are obtained if it is chosen
as [9J :

Po - w < p < Po + w;

elsewhere.
(2.90)

With this distribution, the current density is higher near the edges of the slot as shown in
figure 2.3. Meixner [9J found that this current distribution showed a better agreement with
reality.
In order to find the magnetic current distribution in the tangential direction Mrp(p, cp, 0), the
coefficients Cm should be determined. According to (2.71), Mrp(p,cp,O) can be written as:

00

L e
jmrp

m=-oo

00! M±,m(3) J m±lU3p) {3d{3

o

(2.91)

The Hankel transform of f (p) of order m ± 1 is given by:

00! f(p) J m ±l({3P) pdp

o

(2.92)

After comparing (2.89) with (2.91) it can be seen that:

f(p) Cm

00! M±,m({3) J m ±l({3p){3d{3

o

(2.93)

from which it can be concluded that M±,m({3) is the Hankel transform of f(p)cm of order
m ± 1. Then according to the definition of the Hankel transform (2.23):
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of the magnetic current density in radial direction.

00Jf(p) Cm Jm±lCBp) pdp =
o

00

Cm Jf(p) Jm±lCBp) pdp
o

Cm J±,m(3) (2.94)

(2.96)

When the row vector [(3J+,m(3) (3J-,m({3)] is multiplied with equation (2.85), see appendix
A.4, this leads to:

(3 J+,m({3) (Js,+,m({3) + Jind,+,m({3)) + (3 J-,m({3) (Js,-,m({3) + Jind,-,m({3))

Cm (3 {Y++(i~,m({3) + J~,m({3)) + 2Y+_ J+,m({3) J-,m({3)}
(2.95)

Equation (2.95) can be simplified with help of Parseval's theorem:

00 00JJind(P) f(p) pdp = JJind,±,m({3) J±,m({3) {3d{3
o 0

Because the induced current in the metal and the magnetic current in the slot do not spatially
overlap, Galerkin's procedure requires that:
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00

JJind,±,m(3) J±,m(3) {3d{3
o

o

Input impedance

(2.97)

Finally, integration of (2.95) over (3 from zero to infinity and applying equations (2.96) and
(2.97) yields:

00

Cm Km = J(i+,m(f3) Js,+,m({3) + J-,m({3) Js,-,m({3)){3d{3 (2.98)
o

with

00J{Y++Ui,m({3) + J~,m({3)) + 2Y+_ J+,m({3) J-,m({3) }{3d{3
o (2.99)

It is noted that K m = K_ m which can be derived from equation (2.99) with use of (2.92)
and the bessel relation:

(2.100)

From equations (2.98) and (2.99) it can be concluded that if the delta-gap source current
density Js is known, the coefficients Cm can be calculated and herewith the magnetic current
distribution M<p.

2.8 Impedance

2.8.1 Single-port ring slot

The current source is shown in figure 2.4 and for a unit excitation, 1 A, at cp = 0 in the
interface plane (z = 0) the current density is:

with

_ ( Js,p(p,cp,O) ) ( pIa g(p) 8(cp) )
Js(p,cp, 0) = Js,<p(p,cp,O) = 0 =

Js,z(p, cp, 0) 0

A 1
ep - g(p) 8(cp)

Po (2.101)

g(p) = { ~ Po - w < p < Po + w;
elsewhere.

(2.102)

The current density Js,p(p, cp, 0) can be expanded in a Fourier series according to:
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x

Figure 2.4: Unit excitation from a source J at <p = O.

where

Js,p(p, <p, 0) =
00

m=-oo

ejmcp J (p)s,p,m
1

= - g(p) 8(<p)
Po

(2.103)

This leads to:

001! ( )-jmcp21T Js,p p, <p, 0 e d<p

o

(2.104)

00

1 ! 1 .= - - g(p) 8(<p) e-JmCPd<p
21T Po

o
211'

1 ! . 1- g(p) 8(<p) e-JmCPd<p = -2- g(p)
21TPO 1TPO

o

The Hankel transform of Js,p,m(P) of order m ± 1 is according to (2.23):

(2.105)

00! Js,p,m(P) Jm±l ((3p) pdp =

o
00_1_! g(p) J m±l({3P) pdp =

21TPO
o

1 _
-2- g±,m({3)

1TpO (2.106)
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Equation (2.98) can be written as:

Input impedance

00! (i+,m({3) Js,+,m(/3) + 1-,m(/3) Js,-,m({3))(3d(3
o

f(p) Js,p,m(P) pdp
(2.107)

Where Parseval's theorem has been used in the following way:

00! i+,m((3) Js,+,m((3) (3d(3
o
00! l-,m((3) Js,-,m((3) (3d(3

o

00! f(p) Js,p(p) pdp

o
00! f(p) Js,p(p) pdp

o

In equation (2.107) f(p) is given by (2.90) and therefore:

00

2! -21 g(p) f(p) pdp
1rpo

o

PO+W

= 1r~0 !
po-w

P dp
1rVW2 - (p - PO)2

1

1r (2.108)

This eventually leads to the wanted coefficients Cm:

Cm = (2.109)

The input impedance at the feeding point can be derived when the expressions for feed current
and feed voltage are known.
The feed current Is is obtained from figure 2.4 where this current is the result of the double
integration over the area through which the current density flows:

00 2rr

Is = ! ! Js,p(p, cp, 0) Podcpdz
-00 0

00 2rr

! ! :0 8(cp)8(z)podcpdz
-00 0

1
(2.110)

which confirms the unit excitation at the beginning of this section.
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In order to find the expression for the feed voltage V, the relation between the electric field
and the magnetic current can be used:

E (2.111)

which is in this situation:

(
Ep(p) ) ( 0) ( 0) ( -Mtp(p) )o 0 X Mtp (p) = 0

o 1 0 0

The voltage across the slot (cp = 0), with use of (2.89) can be written as:

(2.112)

00

V

po+w- f Ep(p,O,O) dp

po-w

po+wf Mtp(p, 0, 0) dp

po-w

po+w

Cm f
m=-oo

f(p) dp
(2.113)

The integral can be calculated with f(p) given by (2.90):

po+w +w

f 1 f 1
dudp =

rrvw2 - (p - PO)2 rrvw2 - u2
po-w -w

1

1 1+1f 1 d - arcsmx 1
rrVl _ x 2 x rr -1

-1

with substitutions u = p - Po and x = ~.

Herewith, the input impedance of the single-port ring slot is:

(2.114)

V
Zu = 

Is

V
1

00

L em
m=-oo

(2.115)

It is illustrative to express the voltage along the slot analogeous to (2.113) with use of (2.89)
and (2.112):

00
Po+w

V(cp) = f Mtp(p, cp, 0) dp =

po-w

po+w

cmejmtp f f(p) dp
m=-oo po-w

00

L
m=-oo

The electric field in the slot, using (2.112) is given by:

00

Ep(p, cp, 0) = - f(p) L Cm ejmtp

m=-oo

and the three most important modes (0,1 and 2) are visualised in figure 2.5.

(2.117)
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x

m=l
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Figure 2.5: Electric field distribution along the slot for modes: 0, 1 and 2
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2.8.2 Multi-port ring slot
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The ring slot antenna can also be used as a radiator when it has more than one source.
To calculate the impedance of a multiple-fed ring slot, use has been made of an impedance
matrix [Z]. In the previous subsection Zn was the self impedance for a single source on an
arbitrary position on the ring slot. The mutual impedance can be derived by considering a
pair of feeding positions along the slot; two cases are shown in figure 2.6.

• Left-hand side of figure 2.6:
Consider a situation where source k is excited with a unit current and source j is not excited.
Then the voltage along the slot is written as:

V(<p)
00L Cm e-jm<.pk dm<.p

m=-oo

(2.118)

The mutual impedance Zjk is defined as the impedance at source j due to the excitation of
source k, given by:

V(O)
Zjk =

h

00

L
m=-oo

(2.119)

• Right-hand side of figure 2.6:
To find the mutual impedance for arbitrary source locations, now both the sources j and k are
rotated over an angle of <pj' This results in a general expression for the mutual impedance:

00L cmejm(<.pj-<.pk)

m=-oo

(2.120)

If source j is now indicated with port 1 and source k with port 2 then for the dual port ring
slot, Ohm's law can be written as:

(2.121)
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y

Input impedance

y

x x

Figure 2.6: Ring slot with dual feed: on the left-hand-side source k at cP = cP~ and source j
at cp = 0, on the right-hand-side source k at cP = CPk and source j at cP = CPj·
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y

Figure 2.7: Ring slot with triple feed: <PI = 0

x
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In this context also shortened ports can be implemented; for port 2 shortened, V2 = 0, this
leads to:

-Z21o = It Z 21 + I 2Z 22 -+ h = -- It
Z22

So the input impedance Zdual, for a dual port ring slot with one port shortened is:

VI Z21 Z
Zdual = II = Zll - - 12

Z22

where Z21 and Z12 can be obtained from (2.120) and Zll = Z22'

(2.122)

(2.123)

(2.124)

In order to analyse a ring slot antenna as depicted in figure 1.2 in the introduction of this
report, first a general configuration is treated as shown in figure 2.7
The Ohm's law matrix equation now looks like:

(2.125)

The impedance elements in equation (2.125) are according (2.120) given by:
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00

Z11 Z22 Z33 L Cm

m=-oo

00 00

Z12 = L cm e-jm'P2 L cm ejm'P2 Z21
m=-oo m=-oo

00 00

Z13 L cm e-jm'P3 L cm eim 'P3 Z31
m=-oo m=-oo

00 00

Z23 L c
m

eim ('P2-'P3) L C
m

ejm('P3 -'P2) Z32
m=-oo m=-oo

(2.126)

(2.127)

(2.128)

(2.129)

where in equations (2.127) to (2.129) use has been made of Cm = C-m . In order to obtain
the input impedance of this antenna when ports 2 and 3 are shortened, (2.125) is written as:

(2.130)

(2.131)

(2.132)

From equations (2.130) to (2.132) the currents h and Is can be eliminated and after some
manipulations an expression for VI results in:

(2.133)

Equation (2.133) leads to an input impedance Ztriple and for h a unit excitation and ports 2
and 3 shortened this yields:

Z. - Z _ Z12 Z 13 (Z13 Z23 - Z11 Z12) (Z _ Z11 Z13)
tnple - 11 Z + Z2 Z2 12 Z

23 11 - 23 23 (2.134)

For a particular configuration as in figure 1.2, where CPl = 0, CP2 = ~ and CP3 = - ~ the
matrix elements are:
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Again, as cm

00

Z12 = Z21 2: cme-jm~

m=-oo

00

Z13 Z31 = 2: cmejm~

m=-oo

00

Z23 = Z32 = 2: cm eim7r

m=-oo

C-m , from equations (2.135) and (2.136) it can be concluded that:

31

(2.135)

(2.136)

(2.137)

(2.138)



Ch.apter 3

Software implementation of input
impedance

3.1 Implementation

The input impedance of the annular slot, analysed in the previous chapter, will now be im
plemented in software in order to generate numerical input impedance results. The equations
which are implemented in a C++ program code are: (2.25), (2.86), (2.87), (2.88), (2.92),
(2.99), (2.109) and (2.115), and are summarised as:

PO+W

! 7fVW2
po-w

(3.1)

J-,m((3)

PO+W

= !
PO-W

(3.2)

(3.3)

2 k 2 {32'1 = 1- (3.4)

with ko = wJcof-LO = ¥ where c is the speed of light in vacuum (c = 3.0 . 108 r;).
Further:

Zo = fIli
V~

(3.5)

= _1_ ('0 + ,1 + k5 + kr)
2Zoko ,0,1 (3.6)

33
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(3.7)

00

Km = f {Y++(i~,mU3) + J:,m((3)) + 2Y+_ f+,m({3) J-,m({3) }!3d!3 (3.8)
o

1
Cm 7rKm

00 M

.?'ll = L Cm ~ L Cm

m=-oo m=-M

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

where M is a sufficiently large integer number. In order to evaluate equation (3.8), the be
haviour of its integrand should be known.

• Behaviour of J+,m(13) and J-,m(!3)
The expressions (3.1) and (3.2) should be determined numerically as the integrals can not
be solved in an analytical way. A possible numerical integration method is the Gaussian
quadrature family and in particular the Gauss-Chebyshev integration [10].
The Gauss-Chebyshev routine can be applied if the following integration format can be ob
tained:

+1

f hf(X)dX ~
1 - x 2

-1

where the weights are given by:

7r
Sj =-

N

and the abscissas by:

N

L Sjf(Xj)
j=1

(3.12)

(3.13)

(
7r(j - 1))

Xj = cos 2
N

Therefore, (3.1) should be written as:

(3.14)
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PO+w

J+,m(f3)
/ 1rJW2 \ )2 Jm+l(/3p) pdp

- p - Po
Po-w

w

/ 1
2 Jm+l(/3(y + PO)) (y + po)dy

1rJW2 - Y-w
w

/ 1
Jm+l(/3(y + po)) (y + po)dy

1rWJl (;t )2-w
1

/ 1
Jm+lCB(wx + po)) (wx + po)dx (3.15)

1rVl - X2
-1

Here substitutions y = p - Po and x = ;t have been applied. From equations (3.12) and
(3.15) it can be seen that:

wx+po
f(x) = h(x) = J m+l(/3(wx + po))

1r

In an analogeous way, equation (3.2) leads to:

(3.16)

and

J-,m(f3)

PO+W

/

1
- J m- 1(f3p) pdp
- 1rJw2 - (p - PO)2

Po-w
1

/

1 wx + Po
-----,==:::=::::;:;: ------'---=-Jm -1 (/3(wx + po)) dxVI x2 1r

-1

(3.17)

wX+Po
f(x) = h(x) = Jm- 1(f3(wx + po))

1r
(3.18)

After applying the routine in practice, it turns out that with N = 24 the results are accurate
up to eight digits behind the decimal point.

• Behaviour of Y++(/3) and Y+- (/3):
Up to now the obtained results have purely real values, however this will change for the
functions (3.6) and (3.7) which can be written with use of (3.3) and (3.4) as:
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From equations (3.19) and (3.20) it can be seen that two singular points are introduced:

and !!... = 1
ko

(3.21)

Due to the two singular points the integration of (3.8) should be evaluated in three zones:
zone A: 0 < to < 1 where Y++ ({3) and Y+- ({3) are both purely real.

zone B: 1 < to <..;s;:; where both Y++(l3) and Y+_(3) have real as weI as imaginary parts.

zone C: to > ..;s;:; where Y++(l3) and Y+_(l3) are both purely imaginary.

It can be concluded that if Cq = 1, which is the case for an antenna completely surrounded
by air, zone B will vanish.

• Behaviour of the integrand of equation (3.8):
An example of the integrand is shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2 for mode 1. In figure 3.1 zones
A and B are depicted and figure 3.2 shows zone C, both figures for a dielectric constant lOTI = 4.

o .

,

-, :

':
/:
/ :

... 1.; ..
f .

I,.,
~

,
I
I

..··f

/
I

f
I

-I ':------="':----,J-,------::'-.,------:'::----....l...---,-'-:---,-'-:---,-L---,-L:-":::>O"-J.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8
beta I k_O

Figure 3.1: Integrand for mode 1: dielectric constant Cq = 4, frequency f = 500 GHz,
mean radius Po = 0.1>.0, slot width 2w = 0.02po; Dashed: real part of the integrand, solid:
imaginary part of the integrand.

• Calculation of the integral (3.8):
Integration of the integrand as shown in figures 3.1 and 3.2, is done per zone and the real
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-4 " ..

-SOL---:ILO----:2LO----:3LO--4Q.L---:S:L0--60:L---:7:L0-----,lgO

beta! k_O

Figure 3.2: Imaginary part of the integrand for mode 1: dielectric constant lOTI = 4, frequency
f = 500 GHz, mean radius Po = 0.1..\0' slot width 2w = 0.02po·

and imaginary parts are integrated separately. In order to assure convergence in practice,
the integration zones A and B each require 200 interval points. Zone C is divided into 100
function intervals for a range of to from F to 1000 each requiring 20 interval points. The
result of the integration is accurate up to four digits behind the decimal point.
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3.2

Software implementation of input impedance

Convergence problems

When the integral equation (3.8) is calculated for several modes, the input impedance of the
ring slot element can be obtained using (3.11). Now the question arises of how many modes
should be included in the summation to get an accurate result of the input impedance of the
annular slot. To answer this question, the contribution of each mode is observed for the input
resistance aswel as for the input reactance. For a slot having a mean radius of Po = 0.061>.0
and a slot width of 2w = 0.09po the result for the input resistance is shown in figure 3.3.

6Or----,------r---,-----.-----,--------,

50

40

E 30
Q
"~
.~ 20

~

o

-10

-20
0
'-----'---------.L---"-3-------.J

4
'--------"--------J

6
Number of modes

Figure 3.3: Convergence of the input resistance of a ring slot with mean radius Po = 0.061>'0,
slot width 2w = 0.09po at frequency f = 500 GHz.

For an annular slot having a mean radius of Po = 0.125>'0, a slot width 2w = 0.09po at
frequency f = 500GHz. the results of the convergence on the input resistance and reactance
are depicted in figures 3.4 and 3.5, respectively.
From figures 3.3 to 3.5 it can be concluded that for calculation of the input resistance a couple
of modes are sufficient to reach the final value; in practice 4 modes are taken. For the input
reactance however many more modes are necessary to approach final value. In reference [4)
however, it is mentioned that six modes are necessary to obtain the input reactance of the
ring slot. It is clear from figure 3.5 that many more modes should be used.
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Figure 3.4: Convergence of the input resistance of a ring slot with mean radius Po = 0.125>'0,
slot width 2w = 0.09po at frequency f = 500 GHz.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence of the input reactance of a ring slot with mean radius Po = 0.125>'0,
slot width 2w = 0.09po at frequency f = 500 GHz.
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3.3 Results

Software implementation of input impedance

In this section some results are presented on the input impedance simulations for the single
port annular slot on a dielectric half-space. In order to validate the results use has been made
of several references: [4]' [11] and [12].

In figure 3.6 the input impedance of the single-port annular slot is depicted as a function of
the normalised frequency ko . po, where the input impedance of a complementary equivalent
wire loop antenna is given by markers [11]. If 17 modes are included in the simulation perfect
agreement is obtained, however the comparison is not fair as approximations have been used
to convert the wire loop antenna to a planar loop. Therefore, it can only be concluded that
this method of calculating the input impedance seems to be correct as the shapes comply.
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Normalised trequency [k_O' rho_OJ

Figure 3.6: Ring slot input impedance with slot width 2w = 0.062po and crl = 1 for air.
The dash-dotted line represents the input resistance where the circle markers are according
to King for an equivalent electrical loop. The input reactance is shown for 6 modes (dashed
line), for 100 modes (solid line) and the cross markers according to King which agree with 17
modes.

Further, from figure 3.6 it can be seen that the reactance is zero at certain frequencies and
the antenna is then said to be in resonance. The resonances with high input resistances are
called parallel resonances, while for low input resistances they are called series resonances.
For most practical applications the annular slot is used at or near the first parallel resonance,
where it performs best.
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Figure 3.7: Ring slot input impedance with slot width 2w = 0.19po obtained with cri = 3.8
as a function of the normalised frequency kopo. Dash-dotted line: input resistance, dashed
line: input reactance using 6 modes and solid line: input reactance using 100 modes.
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Figure 3.8: Ring slot input impedance with slot width 2w = 0.092po obtained with cri = 9.9
as a function of the normalised frequency koPo. Dash-dotted line: input resistance, dashed
line: input reactance using 6 modes and solid line: input reactance using 100 modes.
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Figure 3.9: Ring slot input impedance with slot width 2w = O.092po obtained with crl = 11.7
as a function of the normalised frequency koPo. Dash-dotted line: input resistance, dashed
line: input reactance using 6 modes and solid line: input reactance using 100 modes.
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In figures 3.7 to 3.9 a comparison is made with Popescu [12]: agreement is perfect for the
input resistance and resonably good for the input reactance as Popescu only used 9 modes for
the simulations. It is noted that in figure 3.7 a slot width of 19% of the mean radius is used,
but the model used to calculate the input impedance is valid only for slot width's which are
small compared to the mean radius as stated in equation (2.71). The results shown in figure
3.7 therefore might be inaccurate.
In figures 3.10 to 3.12 the influence of the slot width on the input impedance as function of
the mean radius is studied for silicon having a dielectric constant of tr = 11.7 at a frequency
of f = 500 GHz.
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Figure 3.10: Ring slot input impedance, slot width 2w = 0.02po obtained with tTl = 11.7
as a function of the mean radius ~. Dash-dotted line: input resistance, dashed line: input
reactance using 6 modes and solid line: input reactance using 100 modes.

From figures 3.10 to 3.12 it can be concluded that the influence of the slot width on the input
impedance is only minor and differences become more significant for larger slot radii.
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Chapter 4

Far-field radiation pattern

4.1 Some definitions

In chapter 2 the antenna impedance of the annular slot has been analysed. Another important
antenna property is the far-field radiation pattern. For a linearly polarised antenna like the
annular slot, the antenna performance can be described in terms of E-, H- and D-plane
patterns. The E-plane is defined as the plane containing the electric field vector and the
direction of maximum radiation. For the H-plane it is the same but then for the magnetic
field. As the E-plane and H-plane are perpendicular, the diagonal plane is called D-plane.
In figure 4.1 the various planes are indicated for a single-port ring slot arrangement with feed
position at 'P = O.

z

H-plane
----~y

x

Figure 4.1: Several planes used to present the radiation properties of an annular slot fed on
the x-axis.

In these planes various patterns can be calculated, like total radiated power, co-polarised
and cross-polarised radiated power either normalised (dB) or with respect to the isotropic

45
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radiator (dBi). When the far-field expressions are obtained, generally use is made of spherical
coordinates as shown in figure 4.2 [7, p.582].

z

P (R, e, cp)

I

I

I

I
I

I

I

I

I

" I

Icp

.h~---------i----1-y

x

Figure 4.2: Coordinate system for far-field analysis, source point S with coordinates (r', ()', cp')
and observation point P with coordinates (R, (), cp).

In the far-field region, also known as Fraunhofer region, the angular distribution is indepen
dent on the distance from the antenna. For an antenna diameter D A this region starts at
r > 2D~/>., where>. is the free-space wavelength. Therefore, in a far-field observation point
P the following approximations are valid:

r ~ R - r' cos'IjJ in phase terms (4.1)

r~ R in amplitude terms (4.2)

where 'IjJ is the angle between the vectors Rand r'.
For a lossless antenna, e.g. an ideal ring slot, the input power at the feed of the antenna
equals the total radiated power:

?tot = ~Re{VI;} = JJ~ Re{E x H*} dA
1 2
2" Rin IIsl

(4.3)

where:
V: voltage on the antenna feed.
Is: unit current excitation on the antenna terminals.
Zin: antenna input impedance.
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Rin: antenna input resistance.

47

The radiation intensity is defined as the power radiated per unit solid angle and is given by
[13]:

(4.4)

where Zo(= 12011") is the characteristic impedance of free-space, R is the distance to a obser
vation point and this is shown in figure 4.2:

R = \r - r'l

In the far-zone of the antenna the next expression is valid:

(4.5)

(4.6)

Now the directive gain pattern or power pattern G(O, cp) can be found by dividing the radiation
intensity of the antenna element by the radiation intensity of an isotropic radiator:

G(O, cp) = 411" U(O, cp)
Ptot

With substitutions of (4.3), (4.4) an (4.6) the power pattern becomes (Is = 1):

(4.7)

(4.8)

The annular slot antenna is designed for linear polarised waves. In practice the polarisation
of the radiated energy varies with the observation direction from the center of the antenna.
This polarisation vector, observed under a certain angle, can be decomposed in a desired
main direction and a perpendicular unwanted direction. The field component in the desired
direction is denoted as the co-polar component, the unwanted component as the cross-polar
component. In order to compute and measure the co- and cross-polarisation patterns of an
antenna, several slightly different definitions are available. In this report the co- and cross
polar definition according to the third definition of Ludwig is used [14]:

eco = cos c5 ef, - sin c5 eo (4.9)

(4.10)

In this report the ring slot element is located in the xy-plane with its feed on the x-axis. As
a result equations (4.9) and (4.10) can be written as:
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cos cp eo sin cp ecp

Far-field radiation pattern

(4.11)

In terms of electric fieds this leads to:

(4.12)

coscp Eo(r,0, cp) - sincp Ecp(r,0, cp) (4.13)

Ecr(r,O,cp) = sincp Eo(r,O,cp) + coscp Ecp(r,0, cp) (4.14)

Due to the linear polarisation, the far-field components Eo(R, 0, cp) and Ecp(R, 0, cp) are as
sumed to be in phase: 1/ = 1/1 = 1/2,

Eo(R, 0, cp) IEo(R, 0, cp)1 e;1 V
l (4.15)

(4.16)

With the equations (4.15) and (4.16) the co- and cross-polar expressions of (4.13) and (4.14)
become:

ejv {cos cp IEo(R, 0, cp) 1 - sin cpIEcp(R, 0, cp) I} (4.17)

IEco (R,O,cp)1 2 = (coscp IEo(R, 0, cp)1 - sincpIEcp(R,O,cp)lf (4.18)

for the co-polar component and

IEcr(R, 0, cp) 12 = (sin cp IEo(R, 0, cp) 1 + cos cpIEcp(R, 0, cp) 1f (4.19)

analogeously for the cross-polar component.

The total field on power basis is the sum of equations (4.18) and (4.19), which also leads to
(4.6):

IEco(R, 0, cp)1 2 + IEcr(R, 0, cp)1 2 = IEo(R, 0, cp)1 2 + IEcp(R, 0, cp)1 2

(4.20)
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A similar way in obtaining (4.8) is also applicable for the co-polarised and the cross-polarised
patterns:

R
2

..;s; ( ~2_-,--r coscp IEe(R,e,cp)1 - sincpIEcp(R,e,cp)1
30 14n (4. 1)

R
2 ..;s; R

2 ..;s; ( ~ 2Gcr(e, cp) = 0 R- r IEcr(R, e, cp)1 2 = 30 R- r sincp IEe(R, e, cp)1 + cos cpIEcp(R, e, cp)\
3 m m (4. 2)

Finally, the patterns can be obtained in units of (dBi) by applying the logarithm
10 .10 log G.

4.2 Far-field expressions

4.2.1 Single-port ring slot

In general, fields radiated by sources J and M in an unbounded medium lead to the vector
potential functions A and F generated by sources J and M respectively. With use of (4.1)
and (4.2):

A(r, e, cp) If
-jkr

:7r J(r', e', cp')~ds'
s

(4.23)

F(r, e, cp) 4
E
7r II M(r', e', cp,)e-:

kr

ds' ~
s

Ee- jkR _

47rR L(R, e, cp) (4.24)

where N(R,e,cp) and L(R,e,cp) are given by:

N(R, e, cp) II J(r', e', cp')eJkr
l

cos tjJ ds'

s

(4.25)

(4.26)L(R, e, cp) II M(r', e', cp')eJkr' costjJ ds'

s

In the far field the radial component of the fields is negligible compared to eand cp components:

(4.27)

Ee(R, e, cp) -jwAe - jwZoFcp
_jke- jkR
---'---- (Lcp(R,e,cp) + ZoNe(R,e,cp))

47rR (4.28)
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jke- jkR

-jwA<p + jwZoF(J = (L(J(R,O,ep) - ZoN<p(R,O,ep))
47fR (4.29)

The magnetic far field is directly related to the electric far field according to:

H (J (R, 0, ep)

E(J(R, 0, ep)

Zo
(4.30)

(4.31)

When the sources are located in the xy-aperture plane only and known in cylindrical coordi
nates, (4.25) and (4.26) are given by (appendix B.l):

N(J(R, 0, ep) = !!{ Jp(p', ep', 0) cos 0 cos(ep - ep') + J<p(p', ep', 0) cos 0 sin(ep - ep') 

S

Jz (pi, ep', 0) sin 0 } e+jk cos 1/1ds' (4.32)

L(J(R, 0, ep)

!!{-Jp(P', ep', 0) sin(ep - ep') + J<p(P', ep', 0) cos(ep - epl)} e+jk cos 1/1ds'
s (4.33)

!!{Mp(p', ep', 0) cos 0 cos(ep - ep') + M<p(p', ep', 0) cos 0 sin( ep - ep') 

S

M z (pi, ep', 0) sin 0 } e+jk cos 1/1ds' (4.34)

!!{-Mp(pl,epl,O)sin(ep _ep') + M<p(p',ep',O)COS(ep _epl)} e+jkcos1/1ds'

S (4.35)

In case of the ring slot element, where the interface plane consist of an electric current density
distribution, the real situation can be replaced by a magnetic current density distribution in
the slot only. As a result of that N = O. To be able to apply equations (4.1) to (4.35) this
magnetic source should be located in an unbounded medium. To solve this problem Huygens'
equivalence principle has been applied [7, section 12.2]:
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The magnetic loop current on the interface of dielectric and air can be replaced by mag
netic loop current of the same value on a infinite plane consisting of a perfect conductor, thus
only radiating into one half-space, say dielectric. Now the unbounded space can be intro
duced by applying image theory. This means that the infinite plane can be removed when
the magnetic loop current is doubled. It should be noted that the field obtained in this way
is only valid for the original region, dielectric. For the other half-space the same procedure
can be applied but then for air. The equivalence principle is summarised in figure 4.3.

z

o

ZONE 0

AIR

x

(j-(X)

z

ZONE 0

AIR

z

x

Figure 4.3: Determination of the electromagnetic fields by equivalence principle.

Now use can be made of equations (4.23) to (4.35) in order to find the far fields from the ring
slot in either of the two half-spaces. In figure 4.4 the geometry of the ring slot is depicted,
together with the relevant vectors for the far fields. The vector from the origin towards the
current segment S is p' = r'. From this geometry it can be seen that:

ds' p'dp'dcp' (4.36)

r' cos 'l/J = p' sin°cos(cp - cp') (4.37)

With equations (4.34) to (4.37) the expressions for the electric far field, (4.28) and (4.29),
can be written as:

Lo(R,O,cp) = !!{ Mp(p',cp',O)cosOcos(cp -cp') + Mcp(p',cp',O)cosOsin(cp -cp') 

S

Lcp(R, 0, cp) = !!
s

Mz(p', cp', 0) sinO} e+jkp'sinOcos(cp -cp')p'dp'dcp'

{-Mp(p',cp',O)sin(cp -cp') +

Mcp(p', cp', 0) cos(cp - cp')} e+jkp'sinOcos(cp -cp') p'dp'dcp'

(4.38)

(4.39)
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Far-field radiation pattern

p(R,e,cp)

x

Figure 4.4: Geometry of the ring slot with far-field observation point P.

For a narrow slot Mp(p', <p', 0) is negligible and due to the geometry M z(p', <p', 0) = O. Now
the far field Eo-component, radiated by a narrow ring slot, can be written as (factor 2 in the
integrand due to equivalence principle):

y

Eo(R, 0, <p) =
271" 00!! 2Mcp(p', <p', 0) cos(<p

o 0

- <p')eJkp'sinOcos(cp -cp')p'dp'd<p'

(4.40)

The magnetic current density is given by (2.89) as:

00

Mcp(p',<p',O) = f(p') I: em eJmcp'
m=-oo

Substitution of (4.41) in (4.40) yields:

(4.41)
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27T 00

ok -jkR II 00
Eo(R,O,ep) = -J

2
;R j(P') L

o 0 m=-oo

53

Cm ejmcp' cos(ep - ep')eikp'sinOcos(cp -cp')p'dp'dep'

(4.42)

After some manipulations, shown in appendix B.2, this will end in:

Eo(R, 0, ep) =
ke- jkR

2R

00

L (j)m Cm eimCP{J+,m(ksinO) - J-,m(ksinO)}
m=-oo (4.43)

For the far field Ecp-component, (4.29) and (4.38) analogeously lead to:

Ecp(R,O,ep) =
jke-jkR

4nR

27T 00I I 2Mcp(p', ep', 0) cos Osin(ep

o 0

_ ep')eiP'ksin 0 cos(cp -cp') p'dp'dep'

(4.44)

With equation (4.41) this becomes:

27T 00

ok -jkR II 00Jeo,
Ecp(R,0, ep) = 2nR j(p')cosO L em d mcp

o 0 m=-oo

sin(ep - ep')dP'k sin Ocos(cp -cp')p'dp'dep'

(4.45)

Again after some manipulations, shown in appendix B.2, this will end in:

_ke-
jkR

00 { 1Ecp(R,0, ep) = 2R coso L (j)m+l Cm eimcp J+,m(ksinO) + J_,m(ksinO)
m=-oo ( .46)

4.2.2 Multi-port ring slot

In order to obtain the power patterns for a multi-port ring slot, expressions (4.43) and (4.46)
can not directly be used. The coefficients em are no longer valid as the magnetic current
distribution along the slot has changed. This problem did not occur for the determination
of the input impedance as the individual matrix elements of the Ohm's law equation could
be evaluated with the original em coefficients. A logical step now is to find expressions for
new coefficients valid for the multi-port ring slot, which can be used in expressions (4.43) and
(4.46).
The procedure will be demonstrated for a triple-port ring slot with two ports shorted, as
treated in section 2.8.2, but can also be applied to any other ring slot configuration having
multiple ports. First of all, the impedance of the triple fed annular slot with two ports shorted
is recalled (2.134), together with the impedance elements (2.126) to (2.129) on page 30. As a
comparison to the single-port slot having unit current excitation, the voltage along the slot
is given by (2.116):
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00

Vsingle(CP) = L em eimrp

m=-oo

where
00

m=-oo

Zu (4.47)

In the same way, the voltage along the triple fed ring slot can be written as:

00

'Vtriple(CP) = L t m e
jmrp

m=-oo

where
00

L t m = Ztriple

m=-oo

(4.48)

With use of equations (4.48), (2.134) and (2.126) to (2.129) this leads to:

'Vtriple (cp) =
00

L Cm eimrp

m=-oo m=-oo

Equation (4.49) can be written as:

'Vtriple ( cP)
m=-oo

From equation (4.50) the new coefficients t m , as noted in (4.48), can be obtained as:

(4.50)

(4.51)

In order to obtain the far-field components as given in equations (4.43) and (4.46) only the
coefficients Cm should be replaced by t m .

4.3 Implementation of radiation pattern

The radiation pattern of the ring slot element can be implemented in software using some
important equations from the previous section and section 3.1. The relevant equations, (4.43),
(4.46), (4.8), (4.21) and (4.22) are summarised:

Eo(R, 0, cp) =
ke-jkR

2R

00

L (j)m em eimrp{i+,m(ksinO) - i-,m(ksinO)}
m=-oo (4.52)
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-ke-
jkR

00 { 1= cose L (j)m+l em eJmcp J+,m(ksine) + J_,m(ksine)
2R m=-oo ( .53)

R
2 ..;s;: ( 2 2)G(e,cp) = 30 Rin; IEo(R,e,cp)1 + IEcp(R,e,cp)1 (4.54)

R
2 ..;s;: ( )2= coscp IEo(R,e,cp)1 - sincpIEcp(R,e,cp)1

30 Rinp
(4.55)

R
2 ..;s;: ( )2GCT(e,cp) = 'sincp IEo(R,e,cp)1 + coscpIEcp(R,e,cp)1

30 Rinp
(4.56)

The coefficients em which are used in equations (4.52) and (4.53) have already been calculated
for the determination of the input impedance of the ring slot. It is noted here that for
calculating the power patterns only the input resistance is used and from figure 3.3 and 3.4 it
is seen that a couple of modes is sufficient for obtaining this input resistance. In practice four
modes are used for the determination of power patterns as well as for co-polar and cross-polar
patterns.

4.4 Results

In this section some results of the radiation pattern simulations will be shown for a single-port
ring slot antenna on a dielectric half-space. The influence of the dielectric on the radiation
pattern in the E-plane is shown in figure 4.5.
From figure 4.5 it can be concluded that a half-space with the highest dielectric constant
yields the highest directivity, in this case silicon. Another advantage of silicon is the highly
developed technology which is necessary for producing the antenna. This is why a choice
has been made to select silicon (CT = 11.7) for most of the simulations shown in this report.
Another important conclusion is the asymmetry of the beam in the E-plane which leads to a
non rotationally beam of the antenna.
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In figures 4.6 to 4.13 the influence of the mean radius variation on the rotation symmetry is
shown.
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Figure 4.6: Power patterns in dielectric, Cr = 11.7, for f = 500 GHz with Po = 0.06>'0 and slot
width 2w = 0.02po. Solid line: E-plane, dashed line: D-plane, dash-dotted line: H-plane.

From figures 4.6 to 4.13 it can be concluded that the best performance is obtained for a
ring-slot antenna having a mean radius of Po = 0.07>'0 and slot width of 2w = 0.02po. This
is very near to the first parallel resonance of the antenna.
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Figure 4.7: Power patterns in air for f = 500 GHz with Po = 0.06>'0 and slot width 2w =
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Figure 4.9: Power patterns in air for f = 500 GHz with Po = 0.07..\0 and slot width 2w =
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In figures 4.14 to 4.16 the influence of the slot width on the rotation symmetry is shown:
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Figure 4.14: Power patterns in dielectric, Cr = 11.7, for f = 500 GHz with Po = 0.07>'0 and
slot width 2w = O.01po, Solid line: E-plane, dashed line: D-plane, dash-dotted line: H-plane.

From figures 4.8 and 4.14 to 4.16 it is seen that no major changes can be observed with respect
to the slot width variations. Carefull comparison shows that a slot width of 2w = 0.02po,
shown in figure 4.8 is slightly favorite as the E-plane levels for large angles from boresight
are in better agreement.

Furthermore, the co- and cross-polarised patterns can be shown for the single-port annular
slot antenna. The best performance is obtained from a ring slot antenna at f = 500 GHz
with a mean radius Po = 0.07>'0 and a slot width 2w = 0.02po. As this is very near to the
first parallel resonance, it is expected that mode 1 will contribute the main portion to the
input resonance. This is verified by the following list of coefficients:

Co 1.02 - j5.67 n
Cl 42.04 - j20.71 n
C2 0.08 + j3.14 n
C3 0.00 + j1.24 n
C4 0.00 + jO.70 n
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In figures 4.17 to 4.19 the power patterns are depicted as well as the co-polarised and cross
polarised patterns.
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Figure 4.17: E-plane: power pattern and co-polar pattern are identical due to lack of the
cross-polar at f = 500 GHz, mean radius Po = 0.07>'0, slot width 2w = 0.02po and Er = 11.7.

From figure 4.17 it can be concluded that in the E-plane the cross-polar is abcent, this can be
understood with help of figure 2.5 on page 26. The electric field vectors can be decomposed in
a wanted or co-polarised component and an unwanted or cross-polarised component. In case
of the E-plane the cross-polarised components at opposite sides of the plane cancel regardless
of the mode considered. It also can be seen from figure 4.19 that the patterns are symmetrical
in the H-plane. The D-plane reveals a strong asymmetry for the cross-polar pattern, as can
be seen in figure 4.18.
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Chapter 5

Integrated lens antenna with an
annular slot

Dielectric slab

Figure 5.1: Geometry of the integrated lens antenna.

Up to now the annular slot antenna was analysed for a printed configuration on a dielectric
half-space. In practice this half-space can be synthesized by a dielectric lens, which moreover
leads to a narrower beam and a higher gain.
When the lens surface is placed in the far field of the ring-slot antenna, the far field of the
lens antenna can be calculated [1]. Therefore, the lens diameter should be large with respect
to the dimension of the annular slot antenna, which can then be treated as a point source. In
order to keep reflections on the lens surface low the dielectric lens is coated with a matching
layer.
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In general two types of lenses are applied, an elliptical lens and an extended hemispherical
lens ([1] and [15]). As the extended hemispherical lens gives the best performance, this type
will be treated in this report. The geometry of the lens antenna is shown in figure 5.1 and
the relevant sizes, as extension length lext and lens diameter DI, are indicated.
The aim of this chapter is to compare the performance of the annular-slot lens antenna with
other lens antennas. The best performing lens antenna so far is the double-slot lens antenna
which will be used here as a reference. In order to make a fair comparison, the following radi
ation properties of lens antennas should be known: aperture efficiency, polarisation efficiency,
spillover efficiency, transmission efficiency, directivity, beam efficiency and finally Gaussian
beam efficiency and beam waist.

5.1 Some important properties of integrated lens antennas

Some important lens antenna properties are treated in this section. When the aperture effi
ciency and polarisation efficiency are discussed, a focused antenna system is considered. In a
focused antenna system, the lens converts an incident spherical wave coming from the ring
slot element into a plane wave.
The complete definitions of the antenna properties mentioned are given by Van der Vorst [1.]
and here a summary is given. In order to determine the directivity of the lens antenna, the
following efficiencies are needed:

• Aperture efficiency: Tla
The aperture efficiency describes the coupling of the antenna to a uniform plane wave. If
the field in the aperture plane is uniformly distributed in both phase and amplitude then the
aperture efficiency is unity.

• Polarisation efficiency: TIp
The polarisation efficiency is a measure of agreement between the co-polar power and the
total radiated power. When the cross-polar component is zero it means that TIp = 1.

• Spillover efficiency: TIs
The spillover efficiency is the percentage of the total radiated power that is illuminating the
lens surface.

• Transmission efficiency: TltT
The transmission efficiency is the total power radiated through the lens divided by the total
power illuminating the lens surface.

With these four efficiencies the directivity can be determined:

D . .. [1rD1] 22rechmty = ~ Tla TIs TIp TltT

where D1 is the diameter of the circular aperture of the lens antenna.

(5.1)
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Two other important efficiencies are the main beam efficiency and the Gaussian beam effi
ciency or Gaussicity.

• Main beam efficiency: 'fJbeam

The main beam efficiency is defined as the power within the main beam, to 20 dB down with
respect to the gain in boresight direction, divided by the total power radiated through the
lens surface.

In quasi-optical systems the Gaussian beam efficiency is used to indicate the coupling between
an antenna and a Gaussian beam. The first-order Gaussian beam is the most important one,
as it leads to the smallest possible quasi-optical system.

• Gaussian beam efficiency: 'fJgauss

The Gaussian beam efficiency is the degree of coupling between the antenna radiation pattern
and the first-order Gaussian beam.

A Gaussian beam generally shows a converging and further on a diverging beam, the smallest
size of the beam is called the waist of the beam and is also a figure of merit for quasi-optical
systems.

5.2 Results of the annular slot integrated lens antenna

In figures 5.2 to 5.7 some co- and cross-polar patterns are shown for a ring slot lens antenna
having various mean radii; Po = 0.07>'0 and Po = 0.09>'0 in E-, D- and H-planes. Later on
in this chapter a comparison will be made with an other lens antenna from which data is
available at a frequency of 501.75 GHz. Therefore, the results shown in this section are also
calculated at f = 501.75 GHz.
From figures 5.2 and 5.5 it is seen that the E-plane is free from cross-polar, as could be
expected because the annular slot element on a dielectric half-space is also cross-polar free.
Another logical conclusion is the asymmetry occurring in the E-plane due to the same prop
erty of the ring slot element.

From the D- and H-plane pattern data, from which the figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7 are
shown, values for the cross power discrimination (XPD) can be extracted. Here the used
definition of XPD is the difference between the highest power level in the co-polar component
and the highest power level in the cross-polar component for an arbitrary plane. For the ideal
antenna the cross-polar component is zero which then leads to a XPD of infinity. Also values
for the 3dB and 10dB beamwidth and directive gain have been determined. For mean radii
of 0.06>'0, o.ono and 0.09>'0 the values are summarised in tables 5.1 to 5.3 on page 73.
From tables 5.1 and 5.2 it is clear that the best performance is obtained for an antenna with
a mean radius of Po = 0.07>'0.
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Figure 5.2: E-plane co-polar pattern in the far field of the lens antenna at f = 501.75 GHz
with lens dielectric Cr = 11.7, Po = 0.07>'0 and slot width 2w = 0.02po.
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Figure 5.3: D-plane co- and cross-polar patterns in the far field of the lens antenna at f =
501.75 GHz with lens dielectric Cr = 11.7, Po = 0.07>'0 and slot width 2w = 0.02po; Solid line:
co-polar pattern, dashed line: cross-polar pattern.
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H-plane
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Figure 5.4: H-plane co- and cross-polar patterns in the far field of the lens antenna at f =
501.75 GHz with lens dielectric Cr = 11.7, Po = 0.07>'0 and slot width 2w = 0.02po; Solid line:
co-polar pattern, dashed line: cross-polar pattern.
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Figure 5.5: E-plane co-polar pattern in the far field of the lens antenna at f = 501.75 GHz
with lens dielectric Cr = 11.7, Po = 0.09>'0 and slot width 2w = 0.02po-
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Table 5.1: Summary of directive gain, 3dB- and lOdB beamwidth for an integrated ring slot
lens antenna with a slot width of 2w = 0.02po in the E-plane.

Mean radius Directive gain 3 dB beamwidth 10 dB beamwidth
(.-\0 ) (dBi) (degrees) (degrees)
0.06 23.9 9.5 16.7
0.07 24.4 9.5 16.5
0.09 23.5 10.9 19.4

Table 5.2: Summary of directive gain, 3dB-, lOdB beamwidth and XPD for an integrated
ring slot lens antenna with a slot width of 2w = 0.02po in the D-plane.

Mean radius Directive gain 3 dB beamwidth 10 dB beamwidth XPD
(.-\0) (dBi) (degrees) (degrees) (dB)

II

0.06 23.9 9.6 16.6 25.0
0.07 24.4 9.4 16.4 27.7
0.09 23.5 11.2 19.6 12.1

Table 5.3: Summary of directive gain, 3dB-, lOdB beamwidth and XPD for an integrated
ring slot lens antenna with a slot width of 2w = 0.02po in the H-plane.

Mean radius Directive gain 3 dB beamwidth 10 dB beamwidth XPD
(.-\0) (dBi) (degrees) (degrees) (dB)
0.06 23.9 9.6 16.6 22.7
0.07 24.4 9.4 16.3 25.5
0.09 23.5 12.0 20.1 10.8
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The rotation symmetry of the ring slot integrated lens antenna is investigated and shown in
figures 5.8 to 5.10, for mean radii of Po = 0.06Ao, Po = 0.07Ao and Po = 0.09Ao respectively.

From figures 5.8 to 5.10 it is seen that the best rotation symmetry of the power patterns is
obtained for the annular slot lens antenna with a mean radius of Po = 0.07Ao and a slot width
of 2w = 0.02po. For the antenna operating at the second serie resonance in figure 5.10 (seen
from figure 3.10) with mean radius Po = 0.09Ao the rotation symmetry is poor due to the high
cross-polar levels shown in 5.6 and 5.7. The phase pattern, calculated at a constant radius in
the far field of the lens antenna with respect to the center of the hemispherical lens, is shown
for completeness in figure 5.11. From figure 5.11 it appears that also the rotation symmetry
of the phase is good.
In order to make a fair comparison with the optimised double-slot integrated lens antenna,
the annular-slot integrated lens antenna should be optimised under similar conditions.
Both integrated antenna types are operating at f = 501.75 GHz, have an extended hemispher
icallens coated with a 2matching layer and the used dielectric material is silicon (Er = 11.7).
In case of a single-port annular slot feed, some properties are shown in table 5.4 where the
mean radius is Po = 0.063Ao and the slot width is 2w = 0.02po;·:the lens diameter, Dl, and
the extension length, lext, is varied.

Table 5.4: Influence of lens diameter and extension length variation.

Dl = 4.0 mm Dl = 4.0 mm Dl = 4.2 mm
lext = 0.68 mm lext = 0.70 mm lext = 0.70 mm

'T/gauss (%) 88.2 87.8 88.5
beam waist (mm) 1.19 1.31 1.14

'T/beam (%) 89.1 87.1 79.9

An extended list of properties is given in table 5.5, also operating at f = 501.75 GHz, slot
width 2w = 0.02po and a silicon dielectric Er = 11.7 using an annular-slot feed with various
mean radii.
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Table 5.5: Characteristics of the annular slot lens antenna.

Po = 0.06>"0 Po = 0.07>"0 Po = 0.08>"0 Po = 0.09>"0
Dl (mm) 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
lext (mm) 0.68 0.68 0.68 0.68

1Js (%) 84.4 88.8 89.2 85.6
1Jtr (%) 82.4 86.6 88.2 86.5
1Jtot (%) 55.8 64.1 61.2 68.0

Directivity (dBi) 23.9 24.5 24.4 23.5
1Jgauss (%) 87.6 89.1 88.6 77.9
1Jbeam (%) 77.0 88.7 90.6 65.9

Beam waist (mm) 1.18 1.29 1.25 1.53
Input impedance (D) 29.9+j57.2 85.3-j30.5 18.6-j21.8 9.0-j3.6
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Figure 5.8: Far field power patterns in the E-, D- and H-planes of the lens antenna for
Po = 0.06>"0 and slotwidth 2w = 0.02po at f = 501.75 GHz. Solid line: E-plane, dashed line:
D-plane and dashed-dotted line: H-plane.
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5.3

Integrated lens antenna with an annular slot

Comparison to the double-slot integrated lens antenna

The best performance obtained using integrated lens antennas is the application of a double
slot integrated antenna element. In order to compare the results of the ring slot integrated
antenna to the integrated double-slot antenna, results of the optimised double slot lens an
tenna under similar conditions are needed. For a limbsounding instrument the double-slot
integrated antenna was optimised at an operating frequency of 501.75 GHz [15]. The geome
try of the double-slot element is shown in figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Geometry of a double-slot antenna element.

The optimised results are:

11gauss = 95.7%, 11beam = 95.9%, 11tT = 97.1%, 11s = 83.5% and Directivity = 24.0
dBi with a beam waist of 1.20 mm. This is reached for a double-slot configuration with
length ~ 0.35>'0, distance = 0.185>'0, width = 0.10* length, lens diameter = 4.0 mm and
the extension length = 0.68 mm.

Also the ring-slot integrated lens antenna can be optimised for a similar beam waist of 1.20
mm. The conditions of optimisation include lext = 0.70 mm, CT = 11.7, extended hemispheri
cal antenna type coated with ~ matching layer, Po = 0.071>'0 and 2w = 0.02po at an operating
frequency of f = 501.75 GHz. The results are shown in table 5.6 for variation of the lens
diameter D/.
From table 5.6 it can be concluded that the best performance is reached for a ring-slot
integrated lens antenna with a lens diameter of 4.17 mm. For this antenna the beam waist is
almost 1.20 mm where the most important efficiencies are high (11gauss , 11tT and 11beam) while
the other efficiencies are not too low.
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Table 5.6: Optimising the annular-slot lens antenna.
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Dl 3.95mm 4.05mm 4.10mm 4.16mm 4.17mm 4.18mm 4.20mm
TJs (%) 88.5 88.7 88.8 88.9 88.9 89.0 89.0
TJtr (%) 82.9 85.1 86.2 87.5 87.7 88.2 88.3
TJa (%) 87.6 84.3 81.5 78.0 77.3 76.4 75.3

TJtot (%) 64.3 63.7 62.4 60.6 60.3 59.9 59.2
D (dBi) 24.4 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6 24.6

TJgauss (%) 88.7 89.0 89.2 89.4 89.5 89.5 89.6
TJbeam (%) 86.1 91.2 90.4 89.4 89.2 88.7 88.7

Beam waist (mm) 1.38 1.30 1.25 1.20 1.19 1.18 1.17

Finally, it can also be concluded that the obtained results for the integrated lens antenna
with an annular-slot feed are far behind the optimised double-slot feed antenna.



Chapter 6

Conclusions and Recommendations

6.1 Conclusions

In this report the performance of the annular slot antenna is studied. The obtained results
are divided in three parts: input impedance, far-field radiation pattern for a ring-slot antenna
on a dielectric half-space and finally results of the annular slot integrated lens antenna.

• Input impedance:

For the single-port ring slot it can be concluded that the calculation of the resistive part
of the input impedance is converging very fast; when four magnetic current modes are in
cluded in the summation convergence is assured. For the calculation of the reactive part of
the input impedance many more modes are needed. It has been shown that six modes, as
mentioned in the literature, are insufficient. At large normalised frequencies and wider slots
even one hundred modes are needed. It is found that an increase of the slot width, with
respect to the mean radius of the slot, leads to a slower convergence of the input reactance.

Another important conclusion is that the input reactance is very sensitive to frequency varia
tions at the first parallel resonance of the annular slot. Therefore, the antenna can be matched
to the detection diode for a small frequency band, however this matched bandwidth is de
pendable on the characteristics of the diode and matching circuitry.

• Far-field radiation pattern:

It can be concluded that mode one of the magnetic current contributes a major part to
the far-field radiation pattern, especially at the first parallel resonance. Four modes are suffi
cient in obtaining accurate power, co- and cross-polar patterns. It was found that a half-space
filled with a higher dielectric constant leads to a higher directive gain in the dielectric. A very
important conclusion is the asymmetric far-field radiation pattern in the E-plane, which is
caused by the asymmetric position of the source in case of the single-port annular slot. As a
result no completely circular symmetric radiation pattern can be obtained. The best circular
symmetric radiation pattern is obtained at or around the first resonance with a slot width of
two percent of the mean radius. Another conclusion which can be drawn is the low sensitivity
of the radiation pattern to slot width variations; this is in compliance with the low sensitivity
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of the input resistance to slot width variations.

• Annular slot integrated lens antenna:

Conclusions and Recommendations

The most important conclusion is that the performance of the annular slot integrated an
tenna is not as good as the performance of the double-slot integrated lens antenna.
Despite of the imperfect E-plane power pattern, the rotation symmetry of the annular slot
lens antenna is reasonably good as well for the power as for the phase pattern. The reason
for the lower efficiencies is found in the shape of the patterns. For a perfect performance the
patterns for the power and phase should have a first order Gaussian shape. As the aperture
efficiency is rather high, the Gaussian beam efficiency is only 90%. Also the maximum obtain
able other efficiencies of the annular slot lens antenna are around 90%, where the double-slot
integrated lens antenna has optimised efficiencies of around 95%. The convenience of placing
the detection diode outside the antenna element in case of the ring slot, therefore trades off
with a lower Gaussicity. This means that the integrated annular slot antenna is a substitute
for the double-slot integrated lens antenna in those applications where, due to the large size
of the detection diode with respect to the antenna, the double-slot antenna no longer can be
used.

6.2 Recommendations

It seems possible to improve the performance of the annular slot lens antenna by the intro
duction of a multi-port annular slot element. This creates a way of influencing the magnetic
current distribution along the slot. With the same formalism shorted ports can be applied to
the model. Application of multiple feeds and shorted ports is expected to have the following
advantages:

• Create a DC-bias necessary for a proper operation of the detection diode.
• Improve the symmetry of the E-plane radiation pattern by the application of dual excitation
on <p = 0 and <p = 7r and so improve circular symmetry of the radiation pattern.
• Lower the reactance gradient near the first parallel resonance in order to obtain a wider
bandwidth of the antenna.
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Appendix A

Derivations leading to the
impedance

A.I Equation (2.27)

Starting with:

!Op(ll>i(P' cp, z))+O/(ll>i(P, cp, z)) + 120CP2(ll>i(P, cp, z)) +
P P

O/(ll>i(P, cp, z)) + (j32 + 7?)(ll>i(p, cp, z)) = 0 (A.l)

Derivatives in (A.l) are:

00 00

Opll>i(p, cp, z) = L ejmcp J«i>i,m(j3, z) op(Jm(j3p)) j3dj3 (A.2)
m=-oo 0

The derivative of the Bessel function is given in [16, p.361] as:

So:

(A.3)

The second partial derivative, again with (A.3), is:
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The second partial derivative to cp yields:

Derivations leading to the impedance

00 00

1 2 ~ 2' / 1-28tp (<I>i(p, cp, z)) = L.J -m e1 mtp 2<I>i,mCB, z) JmU3p) {3d{3
p m=-oo 0 p

The remainder of (A.l) can be written as:

(A.6)

8z2 (<I>i(p, cp, z)) + ({32 + ,?)(<I>i(p, cp, z)) =

00 00

L ejmtp / {8z2(<I>i,m({3, z)) + ({32 + ,?)(<I>i,m({3, z))}Jm({3p) {3d{3 (A.7)
m=-oo 0

Substitution of (AA), (A.5), (A.6) and (A.7) in (A.l) results in:

00 00

L elmtp / U(p, {3, z) {3d{3 = 0
m=-oo 0

Where:

(A.8)

The first term of the righthandside of equation (A.9) can strongly be simplified in the following
way:

{3 {32 m2
2p(Jm- 1 ({3p) - J m+l({3p)) + "4(Jm-2 ({3p) - 2Jm({3p) + Jm+2({3p)) - prJm({3p) -

{3 {3 ~ ~ ~ ~
2pJ m- 1({3p) - 2p J m+1({3p) + "4Jm- 2({3p) - 2:Jm ({3p) + "4Jm+2({3p) - prJm({3p) =

{3 {3
2pJ m - 1 ({3p) - 2pJ m+1 ({3p) +

~ ~ ~ ~ ~
"4Jm-2({3p) + "4Jm({3p) + "4Jm({3p) + "4Jm+2({3p) _{32Jm({3p) - prJm({3p)

(A.lO)

Another property of the Bessel function is [16, p.361] :

(A.ll)



A.I Equation (2.27)

Which can be written as:

and:

These last two equations can be applied to the underlined parts of (A.I0) and yield:
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(A.12)

(A.13)

Again (A.ll) can be used to substitute the underlined part of the last equation if it is written
as:

This yields:

~ ~ ~m ~ ~m
2pJm-l(~P) - 2pJm+1(~P) + 2PJm-d~P) - 2pJm-d~p) + 2p Jm+1(~P) +
~, ... " ... J' ... " '" '

a -b c -a d

~ 2 ~m ~m
2pJm+1(~P) -~ Jm(~P) - 2p Jm-l(~P) - 2p Jm+l(~P) =
~ '"," v "

b -c-d

(A.15)

In this way (A.9) can be reduced considerably to:

(A.17)

So that (A.8), and also (2.27) and (2.19), finally can be written as:

00 00

L eimtp ! (oz2~i,m(~, z) + 'Yi2~i,m(~, Z»)Jm(~p)~d~ = 0 (A.18)
m=-oo 0
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The previous expression should be valid for all cp and it can be seen that solving the differential
equation in the Hankel domain (A.19) will lead to the desired result.

(A.19)



A.2 Equations (2.46) and (2.47)

A.2 Equations (2.46) and (2.47)
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In order to evaluate equations for Ei,p(p, cp, z) (2.38) and Ei,rp(p, cp, z) (2.39) it is necessary to
have the derivatives of:

00

<I> 1(p, cp, z) = L ejmrp

m=-oo

00I A1,m(.B) Jm{/3p) e-h1Z j3dj3

o

(A.20)

The derivatives are given in (A.21) to (A.26):

00 00

8p<I>dp,cp,z) = L e;imrp I Al,m(j3)~(Jm-l(j3P)-Jm+dj3p)) e-j'Ylzj3dj3
m=-oo 0 (A.21)

Use has been made of Bessel characteristic (A.3) on page 85. In a similar way:

00 00 2

8/<I>dp,cp,z) = L e;imrp I Al,m(j3)~ (Jm- 2 (j3p) - 2Jm(j3p) + J m+2 (j3p)) e-j'Ylzj3dj3
m=-oo 0 (A.22)

00 00

8z8p<I>dp,cp,z) = L e;imrp I -j'Y1Al,m(j3)~(Jm-dj3p) - Jm+dj3p)) e-j'Ylzj3dj3
m=-oo 0 (A.23)

00 00

8rp<I>l(p,cp,Z) = L jme;imrp I A1,m(j3)Jm(j3p) e-h1Z j3dj3
m=-oo 0

00 00

8rp2<I> dp, cp, z) = L _m2e;imrp I A1,m(j3)Jm(j3p) e-j'y!z j3dj3
m=-oo 0

(A.24)

(A.25)

00 00

8z8rp <I>1(p, cp, z) = L l1 m e;imrp I A1,m(j3)Jm(j3p) e-j'YlZ j3dj3 (A.26)
m=-oo 0

The derivatives of WI (p, cp, z) are similar to (A.21) to (A.26) where fh m (j3) has to be substi
tuted for A1,m(j3). '
The above mentioned equations can be substituted in (2.38) and yield:

E 1,p(p, cp, z) =

00L e;imrp
m=-oo

00I -jl1Al,m(f3)~(Jm-dj3p) - Jm+1(j3p)) e-h1Z j3dj3 +
o

00 00

- jW/-Lo! L jme;imrp I Bl,m(j3)Jm(j3p) e-h1Z j3dj3 (A.27)
p m=-oo 0
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With Bessel characteristic (A.ll) on page 86 applied to the underlined part, this leads to:

00

E1,p(p, ep, z) =

00

eimcp J[-i'YlA1,mCB)(Jm-1(,Bp) - Jm+l(,Bp)) +
m=-oo 0

wjjOB1,m(,B)(Jm-1(,Bp) + Jm+l(,Bp))] ~ e-j'YlZ ,Bd,B (A.28)

This is the expression (2.46) on page 13.

The derivatives (A.21) to (A.26) and the derivatives of \lI 1(p, ep, z), which can be obtained from
the same expressions by replacing A1,m(,B) with B1,m(,B), can also be used for the derivation
of (2.47). Substitution in (2.39) leads to:

E1,cp(p, ep, z) =
00

2:
m=-oo

00

~eimcp J,lmA1,m(,B)Jm(,Bp)e-j'YIZ,Bd,B +
o

00 00

+ jWjjo 2: ejmcp Jih,m(,B)~(Jm-l(,BP)-Jm+l(,Bp)) e-h1Z ,Bd,B (A.29)
m=-oo 0

With Bessel characteristic (A.ll) on page 86 applied to the underlined part, this leads to:

El,cp(p, ep, z) =
00

2: e
jmcp

m=-oo

00

J['1 A1,m(,B)(Jm- 1(,Bp) + Jm+l(,Bp)) +
o

jwjjOih,m(,B)(Jm-d,Bp) - Jm+l(,Bp))] ~ e-h1Z ,Bd,B (A.30)

This is the expression (2.47) on page 13.



A.3 Equations (2.85) to (2.87)

A.3 Equations (2.85) to (2.87)

The equations (2.85) to (2.87) can be derived by starting with equations (2.83) and (2.84):
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(A.31)

00 00

Js,± + Jind,± = L eimrp I (Js,±,m(/3) + Jind,±,m({3)) J m±1({3P)(3d{3
m=-oo 0 (A.32)

In (A.31) are the expressions Hl,±(p, rp, 0+) and Ho,±(p, rp, 0-) given by equations (2.54) and
(2.62) respectively. Equation (A.31) can be written as, (with + sign):

00 00

L eimrp I (-wc1Al,m({3) + j-'n Bl,m({3))Jm+1 ({3p){32d{3 -
m=-oo 0

00 00

{L e
jmrp I (-wcoAo,m({3) - j,oBo,m({3))Jm+l ({3p){32d{3} =

m=-oo 0

00 00

-j L eimrp I (Js,+,m({3) + Jind,+,m({3))Jm+l({3P){3d{3 (A.33)
m=-oo 0

And with - sign:

00 00

L eimrp I (-wc1A1,m({3) - j,d31,m({3))Jm- 1 ({3p){32d{3 -
m=-oo 0

00 00

{ L eimrp I (-wcoAo,m({3) + j,oBo,m({3))Jm_1({3p){32d{3} =
m=-oo 0

00 00

+j L eimrp I (Js,-,m({3) + Jind,-,m({3))Jm-l({3P){3d{3 (A.34)
m=-oo 0

Equations (A.33) and (A.34) can be simplified as:

(3(-wc1A1,m({3) + j,lih,m({3) + wcoAo,m({3) + j,oBo,m({3)) +
j(Js,+,m({3) + Jind,+,m({3)) = 0 (A.35)

(3(-wc1A1,m({3) - j,d31,m({3) + wcoAo,m({3) - j,oBo,m({3)) -

j(is,-,m({3) + iind,-,m({3)) = 0 (A.36)
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Substitution of equation pairs (2.66) (2.67) and (2.76) (2.77) yield:
With + sign:

Js,+,m(/3) + Jind,+,m(/3) =

W2El (M+,m(/3) - M_,m(/3)) +
1'1

W2EO (M+,m(/3) - M_,m(/3)) +
1'0

Rearrangement of (A.37) leads to:

2
1'1 (M+,mCB) + M_,m(/3)) +
wJ.Lo
1'0 (- -)-2- M+,m(/3) + M_,m(/3)
WJ.Lo (A.37)

Js ,+,m(/3) + - [( 1'0 1'1) (WEO WEl)]-Jind,+,m(f3) = -2- + -2- + -2 + -2 M+,m(/3) +
WJ.Lo WJ.Lo 1'0 1'1

[(~ + ~) _ (WEo + WEl)]M_,m(/3) (A.38)
2wJ.Lo 2wJ.Lo 21'0 21'1

With k02 = W2EoJ.Lo for air and k1
2 = Erl k02 for dielectric, some parts of (A.38) can be

shortened:

( 1'0 + 1'1) 1 ( )
2wJ.Lo 2wJ.Lo = 2Zoko 1'0 + 1'1

(WEO + WEI) = _1_(02 + k12
)

21'0 21'1 2Zoko 1'0 1'1

where the characteristic impedance of free space is given by:

Zo = fi!i
V~

With - sign, this analogeous leads to:

Js,-,m(f3) + Jind,-,m(/3) =

-2
WE1

(M+,m(f3) - M_,m(f3)) + 21'1 (M+,m(f3) + M_,m(f3)) -
1'1 WJ.Lo

WEo - - 1'0 - -)
-2 (M+,mCB) - M_,m(/3)) + -2-(M+,mCB) + M-,m(/3)

1'0 WJ.Lo

(A.39)

(A.40)

(A.41)

(A.42)

Js,-,m(/3) + Jind,-,m(f3) = [(~ + ~) _ (WEO + WEl)]M+,m(/3) +
2wJ.Lo 2wJ.Lo 21'0 21'1

[(~ + ~) + (WEO + WEI)] M_,m(f3) (A.43)
2wJ.Lo 2wJ.Lo 21'0 21'1



A.3 Equations (2.85) to (2.87)

The equations (A.38) and (A.43) can be summerized by the following matrix:

(
~s,+,m(3) + ~ind,+,m(3) ) = [y++ y+-] . (A!+,m((3) )
Js,-,m((3) + Jind,-,m((3) Y-+ y_- M_,m((3)

The elements of the matrix are admittances, according to (A.38) and (A.43):

1 ( k
2

k
2

)y__ = -- 1'0 + 1'1 + ...Q. + -l
2Zoko 1'0 1'1

1 ( k
2

k
2

)Y+_ = Y_+ = -- 1'0 + 1'1 - (...Q. + -l)
2Zoko 1'0 1'1

Equations (A.44) to (A.46) are the expressions (2.85) to (2.87) on page 19.
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(A.44)

(A.45)

(A.46)
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A.4 Equation (2.95)

In order to derive (2.95) it is necessary to start with (2.85):

(
~s,+,m(8) + ~ind,+,m(l3)) = [y++ y+-] . (A!+,m({3) ) (A.47)
Js,-,m(l3) + Jind,-,m(l3) Y_+ y_- M_,m(l3)

Multiplication of the row vector
[/3 J+,m({3) /3 J-,m(/3)] with the left-hand side of (A.47) results in:

[/3 J+,m({3) /3 J-,m({3)] (~s,+,m({3) + ~ind,+,m(/3) ) =
Js,-,m({3) + Jind,-,m(/3)

/3 J+,m(/3) (is,+,m({3) + iind,+,m(/3)) + /3 J-,m(/3) (is,-,m({3) + iind,-,m(/3))
(A.48)

Multiplication with the right-hand side of (A.47) results in:

[/3J+,m(/3) /3J-,m(/3)] (A!+,m(/3) Y++ + A!-,m({3) Y+- ) =
M+,m(/3) Y_+ + M_,m(/3) y_-

/3J+,m({3) (M+,m({3) Y++ + M_,m(/3) Y+-) +

/3J-,m(/3) (M+,m({3) Y_+ + M_,m(/3) y_-)

With (2.94): M+,m(/3) = Cm J+,m({3) and M_,m(/3) = Cm J-,m(/3) this equals:

/3J+,m(/3)(Cm J+,m({3) Y++ + Cm J-,m({3) Y+-) +

/3J-,m({3) (cm J+,m({3) Y_+ + Cm J-,m(/3) y_-)

With (2.86) and (2.87) this equals:

So the concatenation of (A.48) and (A.49) will lead to the desired result:

/3 J+,m({3) (i+,m({3) + iind,+,m({3)) + /3 J-,m(/3) (is,-,m({3) + iind,-,m(/3)) =

Cm /3 {Y++Ui,m({3) + J:,m({3)) + 2Y+_ J+,m({3) J-,m({3)}
(A.50)



Appendix B

Derivations leading to far fields

B.1 Equations (4.25) and (4.26) in sperical components with
cylindrical source components

For the derivation of (4.32) equation (4.25) is needed where the vectors Nand] are composed
of spherical components:

( ~;) = II (~;) eikr'cos1/Jds'
Ncp s Jcp

(8.1)

Now the source] is known in cylindrical components, so the following conversion has to take
place:

(8.2)

where eR, eo and ecp are to be decomposed in x, y and z components.
From figure B.l it is seen that:

(

- sincp )
ecp = co~ cp

(8.3)

(B.4)

Here eR has been omitted as only No and Ncp are needed to obtain the far-field components.
As an example No can be written as:
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z

A

eq>

R

e

y

x

Figure B.l: Unit vectors eo and e<p in a far-field point P(R, (), cp).

No = II (Jx cos (}cos cp + Jycos(}sincp - Jzsin(}) eikr'cos1/Jds' (B.5)

S

The source current density is composed of p, cp and z components and dependent on p', cp' and
z' coordinates as can be seen in figure B.2. As a result the current density can be written as:

Jx = Jpcos cp' - J<p sin cp'

Jpsin cp' + J<p cos cp'

Substitution of equations (B.6) to (B.8) in (B.5) gives:

(B.6)

(B.7)

(B.8)

No = II
s

{cos(}coscp (Jpcoscp' - J<psincp') +

cos(}sincp (Jpsincp' + J<pcoscp') - Jzsin(}} ejkr'cos1/Jds' (B.g)



B.1 Equations (4.25) and (4.26) in sperical components with cylindrical source
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z
Jz

Jq>

S(pI,q>',z')
I JpI

I,
,
,
I,
, I,z
I,
,
,
I

Y

, p'
<p

x

Figure B.2: Components Jp,J(J and Jcp in a source point S{p',<p',z').

Rearranging (B.9) leads to (B.IO) which is the aimed result (4.32):

N(J = !!{JpCOSOCos(cp -<p') + JcpcosOsin(<p -<p') - JzsinO} eikcost/Jds'
s (B.IO)

Equations (4.33) to (4.35) are derived in a similar way, for (4.33) use has to made of (B.2,b)
and (BA). Then (4.34) and (4.35) are analogeous to (4.32) and (4.33) respectively where N
is substituted by Land J by M.
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B.2 Equations (4.43) and (4.46)

Starting point for the derivation of the Eo far-field component (4.43) is equation (4.42) on
page 53:

. -jkR 21T 00 00

Eo(R,O,cp) = -J~;R J J f(p') L em eimcp' cos(cp - cp')eikp'sinOcos(cp -cp')p'dp'dcp'
o 0 m=-oo (B.ll)

For a change of variable cp - cp' = -~ cp' = cp + ~ leads to:

Eo(R,O,cp) =

Substitution of:

_jke-jkR

21rR

results in:

cos~ (B.13)

Eo(R,O,cp) =

00 21T 00

L emeimcp J Jf(p')(j)m{(j)-m(-J·)ei(m+I)~ +
m=-oo 0 0

(j)-m( _j)ei(m-I)~}eikpl sinOcos~ p'dp'd~ (B.14)

ke- jkR
Eo(R, 0, cp) = 41rR

00 00

L em ejmcp J f(p')(j)m{ (j)-m-I .
m=-oo 0

21T

J eiP'ksinOcosWei(m+l)~~

o

From [7, p.901,V-35] it follows that:

21T

(j)-m+1 J eikp'sinOcos~ei(m-I)~d~ }P'dp' (B.15)

o

21T

21r Jm+l(p'ksinO) = (j)-(m+l) J eikp'sinOcos~ ei(m+I)~ d~

o

21T

21r Jm-dP'ksinO) = (j)-(m-I) J eikp'sinOcos~ ei(m-I)~ d~

o

(B.16)

(B.17)



B.2 Equations (4.43) and (4.46)

Substitution of (B.16) and (B.17) in equation (B.15) yields:
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ke- jkR
Eo =

2R

00 00

L (j)memeimlpI f(p'){Jm+l(p'ksinO)
m:=-oo 0

Jm-l (p' k sin 0) }p'dp'
(B.18)

This can be shortened according to (2.92) as:

00

J+,m(ksinO) = I f(p') Jm+l(p'ksinO) p'dp'

o

00

i_,m(ksinO) = I f(p') Jm-l(p'ksinO) p'dp'

o

Substitution of (B.19) en (B.20) in equation (B.18) leads to the aimed result (4.43):

(B.19)

(B.20)

Eo(R,O,cp)
ke- jkR

2R

00

L (j)m em eimlp{i+,m(ksinO) - i_,m(ksinO)}
m:=-oo (B.2I)

Starting point for the derivation of the Ell' far field component (4.46) is equation (4.45) on
page 53:

. _ 0kR 211" 00 00

Elp(R,O,cp) = Jk;1r~ II f(p') cosO L em eimlp' sin(cp - cp')eikpl sin Ocos(lp -lp/)p'dp'dcp'
o 0 m:=-oo (B.22)

For a change of variable cp - cp' = -~ cp' = cp + ~ leads to:

00 00 211"

-J"ke-
jkR I I I ( )Elp(R,O,cp) = 21rR coso L em eimlp f(P') eim£; sin(~)eikp sin 0 cos £; d~p'dp'

m:=-oo 0 0 (B.23)

Substitution of:

(B.24)

results in:
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k -jkR 00 /00
Ecp(R,0, ep) = - 4:R cosO L em eimcp f(p')·

m=-oo 0

211"

/ (j)m+l { (j)-m-l (ej(m+l)(, _ ej(m-l)(,) }eikP' sinecos((,)d~p'dp'

o

k -jkR 00 /00
Ecp(R,O,ep) = - 4:R cosO L (j)m+l Cm ejmcp f(p')·

m=-oo 0

211"

/ {(j)-m-l ej(m+l)(, _ (j)-m-l ei(m-l)(,}eikP'SineCOS(Od~P'dp'

o

(B.25)

(B.26)

. 00
k -JkR 00 /

Ecp(R,O,ep) = - 4:R cosO L (j)m+l em eimcp f(p'){ (j)-m-l.

m=-oo 0

~ ~

/ ejp'ksinecoS((,)ej(m+l)(,d~ + (j)2(j)-m-l / ejkp' sinecos(Oei(m-l)(,d~ }p'dp' (B.27)

o 0

Again, substitution of (B.16) and (B.17) in equation (B.27) yields:

. 00
-k -JkR 00 . /

Ecp = ~R cosO L (j)m+lcmeJmcp f(p'){Jm+l(p'ksinO) + J m - 1(p'k sinO)}p'dp'
m=-oo 0 (B.28)

Substitution of (B.19) and (B.20) in equation (B.28) leads to the aimed result (4.46):

_ke-jkR 00 { ~= cosO L (j)m+l em ejmcp J+,m(ksinO) + J-,m(ksinO)
2R m=-oo ( .29)
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